Notice of Meeting

Economic Prosperity, Environment
and Highways Board
Date & time
Tuesday, 26
January 2016 at
10.30 am

Place
Ashcombe, County
Hall, Penrhyn Road,
Kingston upon
Thames, KT1 2DN

Contact
Huma Younis or Dominic
Mackie, Room 122, County
Hall, Kingston upon
Thames
Room 122, County Hall
Tel 0208 213 2725, 0208
213 2814

Chief Executive
David McNulty

If you would like a copy of this agenda or the attached papers in
another format, eg large print or braille, or another language please
either call 020 8541 9122, write to Democratic Services, Room 122,
County Hall, Penrhyn Road, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey KT1
2DN, Minicom 020 8541 8914, fax 020 8541 9009, or email .
This meeting will be held in public. If you would like to attend and you
have any special requirements, please contact Huma Younis or
Dominic Mackie, Room 122, County Hall, Kingston upon Thames on
0208 213 2725, 0208 213 2814.
Elected Members
Mr David Harmer (Chairman), Mr Bob Gardner (Vice-Chairman), Mrs Nikki Barton, Mr Mike
Bennison, Mrs Natalie Bramhall, Mr Stephen Cooksey, Mrs Pat Frost, Mr David Goodwin, Dr
Zully Grant-Duff, Mr Ken Gulati, Mr Peter Hickman, Mr George Johnson, Mr Richard Wilson and
Mrs Victoria Young

TERMS OF REFERENCE
The Committee is responsible for the following areas,
Performance, Finance and Risk
Monitoring for the E&I Directorate
Strategic Planning
Economic Prosperity
Countryside
Waste and recycling
Transport Service Infrastructure
Aviation
Highway Maintenance

Road Safety

Community Transport

Concessionary Travel

Economic Development and the
Rural Economy
Housing
Local Transport Plan

Minerals
Parking Regulation and
Enforcement
Climate Change and Carbon Energy
Rights of Way
Cycle Routes
Gypsy and Traveller Sites
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Biodiversity and Wildlife
Planning Services
Street Lighting
Flood Prevention and Infrastructure

AGENDA

1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS

2

MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING: 10 DECEMBER 2015

(Pages 1
- 8)

To agree the previous minutes as a true record of the meeting.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST
To receive any declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests from
Members in respect of any item to be considered at the meeting.
Notes:
In line with the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable Pecuniary Interests)
Regulations 2012, declarations may relate to the interest of the member,
or the member’s spouse or civil partner, or a person with whom the
member is living as husband or wife, or a person with whom the member
is living as if they were civil partners and the member is aware they have
the interest.
Members need only disclose interests not currently listed on the Register
of Disclosable Pecuniary Interests.
Members must notify the Monitoring Officer of any interests disclosed at
the meeting so they may be added to the Register.
Members are reminded that they must not participate in any item where
they have a disclosable pecuniary interest

4

QUESTIONS AND PETITIONS
To receive any questions or petitions.
Notes:
The deadline for Member’s questions is 12.00pm four working days
before the meeting (20 January 2016).
The deadline for public questions is seven days before the meeting (19
January 2016).
The deadline for petitions was 14 days before the meeting, and no
petitions have been received.

5

RECOMMENDATIONS TRACKER AND FORWARD WORK
PROGRAMME
The board is asked to monitor progress on the implementation of
recommendations from previous meetings and to review its forward work
programme.
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(Pages 9
- 14)

6

UPDATES FROM MEMBER REFERENCE GROUPS AND TASK
GROUPS
To receive a verbal update from the Board’s Task and Member Reference
Groups.

7

REFERRAL OF COUNTY COUNCIL MOTION

(Pages
15 - 24)

Purpose of the report: To debate a County Council Motion which was
referred to the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board for
consideration.

8

CUSTOMER SERVICE EXCELLENCE IN HIGHWAYS AND
TRANSPORT

(Pages
25 - 56)

Purpose of the report: To provide an update to the Economic Prosperity,
Environment and Highways Board on the customer service within, and
resident satisfaction relating to Surrey Highways & Transport and the work
being undertaken to improve customer service through the Customer
Service Excellence Standard.

9

SUPERFAST BROADBAND UPDATE

(Pages
57 - 58)

Purpose of the report: To provide an update to the Board on the
delivery of fibre broadband infrastructure as part of the Superfast Surrey
Programme.

10

THE AGREEMENT BETWEEN SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL AND
SURREY WILDLIFE TRUST TO MANAGE THE COUNTRYSIDE
ESTATE
Purpose of the report: This report updates the Board on the review of
the Agreement between Surrey County Council (SCC) and Surrey Wildlife
Trust (SWT) to manage the County Council’s Countryside Estate. A
decision report is going to the County Council’s Cabinet in February 2016.
This will set out the changes to the way the Agreement in managed, the
commitment by SWT to reach a zero contribution from SCC by 2021 and
the monitoring process put in place to ensure the service is delivered to
the agreed standards.

11

SURREY INFRASTRUCTURE STUDY
Purpose of item: For Members to receive an update on the Surrey
Infrastructure Study.
This item has been withdrawn.

12

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 10 MARCH 2016
The next meeting of the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways
Board will be held on Thursday 10 March 2016 at 10.30am in the
Ashcombe Suite, County Hall, Kingston upon Thames.
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(Pages
59 - 128)

David McNulty
Chief Executive
Published: 18 January 2016
MOBILE TECHNOLOGY AND FILMING – ACCEPTABLE USE
Those attending for the purpose of reporting on the meeting may use social media or mobile
devices in silent mode to send electronic messages about the progress of the public parts of
the meeting. To support this, County Hall has wifi available for visitors – please ask at
reception for details.
Anyone is permitted to film, record or take photographs at council meetings with the
Chairman’s consent. Please liaise with the council officer listed in the agenda prior to the start
of the meeting so that the Chairman can grant permission and those attending the meeting can
be made aware of any filming taking place.
Use of mobile devices, including for the purpose of recording or filming a meeting, is subject to
no interruptions, distractions or interference being caused to the PA or Induction Loop systems,
or any general disturbance to proceedings. The Chairman may ask for mobile devices to be
switched off in these circumstances.
It is requested that if you are not using your mobile device for any of the activities outlined
above, it be switched off or placed in silent mode during the meeting to prevent interruptions
and interference with PA and Induction Loop systems.
Thank you for your co-operation
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Item 2
MINUTES of the meeting of the ECONOMIC PROSPERITY, ENVIRONMENT
AND HIGHWAYS BOARD held at 10.30 am on 10 December 2015 at
Ashcombe, County Hall, Penrhyn Road, Kingston upon Thames, KT1 2DN.
These minutes are subject to confirmation by the Committee at its meeting on
Tuesday, 26 January 2016.
Elected Members:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mr David Harmer (Chairman)
Mr Bob Gardner (Vice-Chairman)
Mrs Nikki Barton
Mr Mike Bennison
Mrs Natalie Bramhall
Mr Stephen Cooksey
Mr Steve Cosser
Mrs Pat Frost
Mr David Goodwin
Dr Zully Grant-Duff
Mr Ken Gulati
Mr Peter Hickman
Mr George Johnson
Mr Richard Wilson
Mrs Victoria Young

In attendance
*
Mr Mike Goodman, Cabinet Member for Environment and
Planning
*
Mr John Furey, Cabinet Member for Highways, Transport and
Flooding
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Before beginning the meeting, the Chairman notified Members that a council
motion was referred to the Board from the recent full Council meeting.
As the item required further information from officers for further discussion
and debate, it was not possible to add the item to the Board’s agenda for this
meeting, as the agenda had already been published.
The Chairman informed the Board that the item would be added to the
agenda for the Board’s meeting on 26 January 2016.
1

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTIONS [Item 1]
No apologies had been received.

2

MINUTES FROM THE PREVIOUS MEETING: 21 OCTOBER 2015 [Item 2]
The minutes were agreed as a true record of the meeting.

3

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST [Item 3]
No declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests had been received.

4

QUESTIONS AND PETITIONS [Item 4]
No questions or petitions had been received.

5

RECOMMENDATIONS TRACKER AND FORWARD WORK PROGRAMME
[Item 5]
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. The Board noted that the recommendation tracker was complete.
2. The Board agreed that, as previously discussed at the meeting, the
motion for debate received from the recent Council meeting would be
added to the forward work programme for the January Board meeting.
3. The agreement between Surrey Wildlife Trust and Surrey County
Council, an item which was withdrawn from the Board’s October
meeting agenda, was agreed by the Board to be added to the forward
work programme for the 26 January Board meeting.
4. Members raised concerns that the Board should already have been
scrutinising budgetary commitments for the 2016/17 financial year. It
was discussed that as budgets had not been agreed at a directorate
level, it was not possible for the Performance and Finance Sub Group
to hold its December meeting.
Actions:
1. The Council motion and Surrey Wildlife Trust agreement to be added
to the Forward Work Programme.
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6

UPDATES FROM MEMBER REFERENCE GROUPS AND TASK GROUPS
[Item 6]
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. The spokesperson for the Highways for the Future Member Reference
Group reported that the Group had progressed well and had now
developed more than four years of experience.
The Group had put some focus on customer service; analysing and
building upon lessons learnt from Dorking and Byfleet Project Horizon
schemes, at which problems with communication, suppliers and
delays disrupted planned schemes.
The Group will be analysing a new Project Horizon scheme in Spring
2016; focus will be on notification and signage practices, as well as
impact on businesses and residents.
Members complimented the work of Highways Officers with the work
for the Member Reference Group.
2. The Local Transport Review Member Reference Group’s
spokesperson informed the Board that work had continued very well
and that the Group would be meeting in the Spring of 2016.
Actions:
None.

7

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT UPDATE ON THE BUS OPERATING
CONTRACT [Item 7]
Declarations of interest:
None.
Witnesses:
Siva Sanmugarajah, Lead Auditor
Simon White, Audit Performance Manager
Paul Millin, Travel and Transport Group Manager
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. Members asked for clarification on the status of the bus contracts as
concerns were raised around the possibility that some contracts may
still require review and renewal.
Officers explained that the bus contracts were regularly reviewed
however the auditors recognised that processes weren’t robust or
transparent enough. Local bus team officers were undertaking bus
contract review but had not been keeping appropriate records of their
work.
2. Members raised the point that a lot of reliance falls on the new
Mobisoft software for the upkeep of the county bus contracts and
asked for clarification that the contracts were all recorded on the new
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system. Members also highlighted that contracts without an end date
could have been illegal.
Officers confirmed that all bus contracts were on the new Mobisoft
system database. The first contracts to be transferred to the new
system were the SEND transport routes, followed by local route
contracts. This was an intentional decision but may have caused the
process to take a little longer. Officers also confirmed that all bus
contracts now had an end date.
3. Officers reported that it is planned to undergo a review of the changes
made to the bus contract management procedures in the future and
that an update will be made available to the Board.
Recommendations:
The audit report was noted
Actions:
None.
8

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT - REVIEW OF HIGHWAYS
COMMUNICATIONS 2015/2016 [Item 8]
Declarations of interest:
None.
Witnesses:
Simon White, Audit Performance Manager
Mark Borland, Works Delivery Group Manager
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. Members queried the success of the new communication structure put
in place whilst highlighting apparent issues in communication still
being apparent; using Project Horizon schemes as examples of areas
for improvement.
Officers reported that new communication methods and
improvements, put in place after the audit report, are working well.
Officers cited roadside notification signage as a current focus of
improvement.
2. Members questioned why the sample size for testing communications
was 10 schemes. Officers explained that 10 was the standard sample
size for auditing, adding further that there are roughly 100 schemes
per year so in this case the sample size was around 10%.
3. Members questioned whether the costs for highways schemes could
be communicated to the public more effectively as an improvement in
transparency.
Cllr John Furey explained that information on ITS scheme costs was
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published circa 2012 and that it perhaps may be a good idea to update
this information before putting this in the public domain. The cost was
only a guide price.
The Board discussed the merits and disadvantages of having the
information available on the Council website. The Board was invited to
consider the benefits of publishing the updated information once it is
available.
Members commented that it was a frustration for projected costs to
spiral upwards once scheme works begin, usually through the
Variation Order process. Officers agreed that there was an issue with
this and are targeting improvements to quote more accurately.
4. Officers confirmed that there would be a second audit review of the
improvements and change made in 2016.
Recommendations:
The audit report was noted
Actions:
None.
9

INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT - REVIEW OF HIGHWAYS SCHEMES (ITS)
2015/2016 [Item 9]
Declarations of interest:
None.
Witnesses:
Simon White, Audit Performance Manager
Mark Borland, Works Delivery Group Manager
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. It was reported that two additional qualified surveyors had been
employed to help the Council and Kier with schemes.
2. Members questioned Officers on how schemed are assessed in term
of “value for money” to residents.
Officers explained that the highways service had completed internal
VFM tests but that no “value for money” auditing by Central Audit for
ITS schemes had been completed, though a speculative audit report
could be carried out in 2016.
3. The discussion highlighted that there were conflicting views on how
best to reflect value for money. .
Members commented that “value for money” is a highly subjective
issue and is very difficult to assess.
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Members commented that each Local Committee should decide on
how it wishes to manage its ITS schemes.
4. Highways Officers explained that all ITS decisions should be in line
with the Council’s local transport plans.
Officers welcomed conversations with local committees. It was also
suggested that a peer review may help with this issue.
Recommendations:
The audit report was noted
Actions:
None.
10

UPDATE REPORT ON THE COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE LEVY (CIL)
[Item 10]
Declarations of interest:
None.
Witnesses:
Paul Druce, Infrastructure Agreements and CIL Manager
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. Officers outlined that the report tabled for the meeting builds upon a
report submitted to the Board in April 2015; and also that since the
report was written Reigate and Banstead are on target to adopt CIL by
April 2016.
2. Officers reported that a Government review on CIL is taking place. The
review is aiming to obtain a wide range of evidence to review the
effectiveness of CIL as government changes have made it harder to
implement.
The review is targeted at the planning authorities that administer CIL;
however there are a number of questions that the County Council will
respond to.
3. Members debated issues surrounding ensuring that money raised
through CIL is allocated where required to the County Council.
Under the CIL regulations, income from CIL remains with and is
allocated by the District and Borough Councils. Some Members
suggested that the District and Borough Councils needed to be
reminded that they and the County Council needed to work together.
There is no mechanism for requiring that the County Council receives
a contribution towards infrastructure as it is not a statutory
requirement.
Some members suggested that some local councils may not be
allocating monies raised appropriately and that a mechanism for
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ensuring that money was being spent correctly was required.
Members were also concerned that developers are using the ‘viability’
clause to get out of paying s106 on new projects.
4. The Chairman reminded Members that the Board cannot discuss the
affairs of the District and Borough Councils and that Members ought to
raise their concerns at local committee.
5. Members agreed that they would wish to see the County Council’s
response to the Government consultation.
Recommendations:
The Board endorsed the following recommendations,
a) That officers continue collaboration with Borough and District colleagues
in their preparation of Local Plan policies, Infrastructure Delivery
Plans, CIL Charging Schedules and Regulation 123 Lists to ensure,
where possible, the County Council is able to support development in
each of the areas by securing and providing strategic infrastructure at
the required time,
b) That officers continue to seek mitigation of infrastructure impacts from
developers, on an application by application basis, in those LPA areas
where CIL has not been adopted, unless restricted by the up to 5
obligation restriction,
c) That officers continue to seek agreement as to how the governance
regime for CIL will operate in each of the areas, including the
involvement of County Members in the process where possible, and
d) That further work is undertaken to secure a reasonable and suitable
governance regime in each of the areas, in the light of the possible
different models for governance, given that the Woking model is one
that appears to offer the most open and transparent collaborative
process for deciding which projects CIL monies should support.
Actions:
 That the Infrastructure Agreements and CIL Manager circulate to the
board by email Surrey County Council’s response to the Governments
community infrastructure levy review questionnaire.
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11

HIGHWAYS AND TRANSPORT MEMBER REFERENCE GROUP REPORT
ON THE KIER CONTRACT EXTENSION [Item 11]
Declarations of interest:
None.
Witnesses:
Jason Russell, Assistant Director for Highways and Transport
Mark Borland, Works Delivery Group Manager
Loulla Woods, Highways and Transport Senior Consultant
Jim Harker, General Manager Surrey Highways at Kier
Ross Duguid, Procurement Category Manager
Key points raised during the discussion:
1. The Chairman of the board agreed for the item to be taken into Part 2,
by virtue of paragraph(s) 3, Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local
Government Act 1972 (information relating to the financial or business
affairs of any particular person including the authority holding that
information).
2. Members discussed the Highways and Transport Member Reference
Group report on the Kier contract extension.
Recommendations:
The Board agreed the following recommendations;
a) That the extension to the Kier contract be agreed and commended to
Cabinet for approval, subject to the conditions outlined in the report.
b) That the Highways member reference group continues to have an
ongoing role in the contract to ensure that the recommendations are
progressed and benefits realised.
Actions:
 For the scrutiny officer to send a recommendation from the board to
Cabinet supporting the extension of the Kier contract.

12

DATE OF NEXT MEETING: 26 JANUARY 2016 [Item 12]
The next public meeting of the Board will be held on Tuesday 26 January at
10.30am in the Ashcombe Suite, County Hall, Kingston upon Thames.

Meeting ended at: 1.14 pm
______________________________________________________________
Chairman
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ECONOMIC PROSPERITY, ENVIRONMENT AND HIGHWAYS BOARD
ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS TRACKER
The actions and recommendations tracker allows Board Members to monitor responses, actions and outcomes against their recommendations
or requests for further actions. The tracker is updated following each meeting. Once an action has been completed and reported to the board,
it will be removed from the tracker.

Date of
meeting
10 December
2015

Item

Page 9

UPDATE REPORT ON
THE COMMUNITY
INFRASTRUCTURE
LEVY(CIL) [Item 10]

Recommendations/
Actions
That the Infrastructure
Agreements and CIL Manager
circulate to the board by email
Surrey County Councils response
to the Governments community
infrastructure levy review
questionnaire.

Achieved or Still Outstanding

Achieved

Responsible
Officer:
Paul Druce

An email containing the county councils
response to the Government CIL
questionnaire was emailed to the board on
18 January 2016.

Item 5

This page is intentionally left blank

www.surreycc.gov.uk

Economic Prosperity, Environment &
Highways Board – Forward Work Programme
2016/17

26 January 2016
(Public)

10 March 2016
(Public)

• Referral of County Council Motion
• Customer Services Excellence (Highways)
Update Report
• Superfast Broadband Update
• Proposed amendments to the SWT/SCC
Agreement
• Surrey Infrastructure Study
• Shaping Surreys Community Recycling
Centres (private workshop for board)

• Operation Horizon Update- (combined Year 2
& Year 3 assessment and programme for
Year 4 & Year 5)
• Superfast Broadband Update
• Update Report on the Basingstoke Canal
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Future Scrutiny Topics
Future Scrutiny Topics
Potential topics that can be scheduled for scrutiny when appropriate as well as
long term and ongoing items are listed below.







Surrey Rail Strategy Progress Report- April 2016
Basingstoke Canal Governance Final Report- tbc
Report on Road Safety- April/June 2016
Local Transport Review- April 2016
CIL & Section 106 Progress Report- June/July 2016
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Future Scrutiny Topics
Member Reference Groups/ Task Groups
Ongoing Member Reference Groups and Task Groups of the Board

Basingstoke Canal
Task Group

Michael Sydney
George Johnson
David Harmer
(Spokesperson)

To consider the most effective governance option
for Surrey county council in relation to the
Basingstoke Canal of which Surrey is a joint owner.
Recommendations of this Task Group will enable
the county council to decide whether they continue
their involvement with the Basingstoke Canal or
make changes to the current joint ownership
model.
The task group is due to report back to the board in
spring 2016.

Countryside
Management
Member Reference
Group

Bill Barker
Michael Sydney
Stephen Cooksey
David Harmer
(Spokesperson)

To report to EPEH with recommendations to advise
the Cabinet Member on the changes required to
the Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT)/Surrey County
Council (SCC) Agreement and its governance, to
ensure that it is fit for purpose for the remainder of
its term.
The MRG meets on an ad hoc basis as and when
the service requires support.

Customer Service
Excellence
Member Reference
Group

Finance SubGroup

John Beckett
Stephen Cooksey
George Johnson
Victoria Young
Richard Wilson
(Spokesperson)

To support the Highways Service’s journey to
achieve the Customer Service Excellence (CSE)
Standard.

Mike Bennison
Stephen Cooksey
George Johnson
Bob Gardner
Richard Wilson
David Harmer
(Spokesperson)

To carry out robust scrutiny of major budgets,
performance and costs of the services within the
remit of the Environment & Transport Select
Committee, and review existing and potential
options for budget savings and performance
improvement including testing of the evidence base
for these options.

The MRG meets on an ad hoc basis as and when
the service requires support.

The sub group is scheduled to meet on a quarterly
basis.
Highways for the
Future Member
Reference Group

Stephen Cooksey
Peter Hickman
Richard Wilson
Mike Bennison
(Spokesperson)

To allow Member input into the Highways Service’s
plans for the future long-term management of
Surrey’s highways.
The MRG meets on an ad hoc basis as and when
the service requires support.
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Future Scrutiny Topics

Local Transport
Review Member
Reference Group

Winter
Maintenance Task
Group

David Goodwin
Peter Hickman
Michael Sydney
Pat Frost
(Spokesperson)

To assist the E&I Directorate in its Local Transport
Review project.

David Goodwin
David Harmer
Stephen Cooksey
(Spokesperson)

To provide scrutiny and oversight of Surrey’s
annual Winter Maintenance policy.

The MRG will be restarting meetings in early 2016.

The task group meets in the summer to discuss the
future winter maintenance policy.
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[RESTRICTED]
Item
7

Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
26 January 2016
Referral of County Council Motion (Item 9 iv)

Purpose of the report: To debate a County Council Motion which was
referred to the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board for
consideration.

Introduction:
1. At the 8 December 2015 County Council meeting it was agreed that an
original motion put forward by Hazel Watson would be referred to the
Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board for
consideration.
2. The Motion is as follows-

'‘Council notes that when roads are surface dressed in order to
prolong the life of roads by sealing them and to save money before a
full resurfacing, the road surface becomes noisier for residents living
nearby.
This Council requests the Cabinet to amend its policy to take into
account not just cost but also the quality of life of residents, including
noise levels of different road surfaces when deciding on different types
of materials and processes for surface dressing or full road
resurfacing.’
3. It was agreed by the Chairman of the Economic Prosperity,
Environment and Highways Board that this motion would be debated at
the Board’s meeting on 26 January 2016. Hazel Watson has been
invited to the meeting along with relevant officers from the service.
Background information relating to the issues raised in the motion is
attached as an annex to this report.
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[RESTRICTED]

Recommendations:
a) That the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
debate the referred County Council Motion from Hazel Watson
and report back to County Council at its next meeting.
Next steps:
Any outcomes regarding the motion will be reported to the next County
Council meeting.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report contact: Huma Younis, Scrutiny Officer
Contact details: huma.younis@surreycc.gov.uk
Sources/background papers:
Annex 1- Officer Report relating to Motion
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Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
26 January 2016
Officer report to the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board,
further to Councillor Watson’s motion to council on 8th December 2015;
‘Council notes that when roads are surface dressed in order to prolong the life of
roads by sealing them and to save money before a full resurfacing, the road
surface becomes noisier for residents living nearby.
This Council requests the Cabinet to amend its policy to take into account not
just cost but also the quality of life of residents, including noise levels of different
road surfaces when deciding on different types of materials and processes for
surface dressing or full road resurfacing.’
Background – National Guidance and Best Practice
Surrey Highways and Transport Service follow an Asset Management strategy in order
to develop effective maintenance strategies for Highway Assets. Asset management is
a well established discipline, implemented in the UK and internationally for the
management of physical assets. Many asset owning organisations have adopted the
principles of asset management and as a result, can demonstrate benefits in terms of
financial efficiencies, improved accountability and stewardship of the asset, better value
for money and improved customer service.
In terms of determining appropriate treatments for roads, various recent publications
have highlighted the need for local authorities to adopt a maintenance approach that
includes an appropriate balance between structural treatments (e.g. major
maintenance), preventative treatments (e.g. surface dressing) and reactive works (e.g.
pothole filing).
The 2011 Audit Commission Report “Going the Distance: Achieving better value for
money in road maintenance” highlighted that by considering an asset over a whole
lifecycle it’s possible to select the right time to intervene with the right treatment in order
to preserve the asset in an economically viable way. The report also discussed the fact
that this approach may not be a popular approach with residents because carrying out
preventative maintenance can seem wasteful when other roads are more visibly in need
of maintenance, however if asset management principles are followed, improved value
for money and sustainability in the long term will be delivered.
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The report also highlights the importance that roads make to the economic
competitiveness of an area, further highlighting the need to follow an asset
management strategy, “Councils must use their road maintenance to support the
economic competitiveness of their area. Roads play a critical role in public service
delivery and economic growth – both through the increased mobility of citizens, goods
and services, and through building and maintaining infrastructure.” The full report can
be downloaded at; http://www.ciht.org.uk/en/media-centre/news/index.cfm/audotcommission-release-going-the-distance-report-on-road-maintenance
The 2012 Department for Transport report “Prevention and a Better Cure: Potholes
Review” discussed the benefits of an asset management approach that includes
preventative maintenance. The report states “asset management has not been
embraced consistently across all authorities, although it is clearly understood that a
more preventative approach to maintenance and long term planning is likely to reduce
the occurrence of potholes”.
One of the main themes highlighted in the review is that ‘Prevention is better than cure
– intervening at the right time will reduce the amount of potholes forming and prevent
bigger problems later’. The review recommends the following ‘Local highway authorities
should adopt the principle that ‘prevention is better than cure’ in determining the
balance between structural, preventative and reactive maintenance activities in order to
improve the resilience of the highway network and minimise the occurrence of potholes
in the future. The Full report can be downloaded at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/3995/poth
ole-review.pdf
In view of the above, the Department for Transport has recently changed how capital
highway funds will be allocated to highway authorities. From 2016 onwards each
authority will still receive a basic allocation based on empirical data, but a new
“Incentive Fund” will be allocated according to how successfully an authority is
implementing efficiency measures. This includes the need for a sound asset
management based approach to highway maintenance. The national value of the fund
is significant at £578m (spread from 2015 to 2020) and the County Council is keen to
ensure we obtain the maximum share we can. The allocation process involves
completing a detailed self assessment that has to be certified by the S151 Officer.
Surrey County Council’s Approach to Asset Management
Surrey County Councils prioritisation policy and criteria for key highway assets including
roads and pavements gives details on how Surrey Highways prioritises available funds
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in the most cost effective way through asset management, It states ‘It is necessary that
whatever funds are available are spent on the right schemes at the right time and that
schemes are prioritised using value management to maximise risk reduction and
minimise whole life costs.’.
As well as including priorities such as the condition of the road within the prioritisation
matrix, other aspects that affect the quality of life of residents are also taken into
account, for instance scores are also given for sections of roads;




where there have been accidents
where claims have been made
where there have been potholes reported

The glossary of the prioritisation policy provides the following narrative to explain the
importance of preventative maintenance;

Preventative Maintenance treatments are used in a similar way as
varnish is used to preserve and prolong the life of a window frame.
Unlike Major Maintenance they generally don’t involve removing and
replacing, but instead are applied on top of what is existing to
preserve where the underlying structure is still intact. On roads
treatments such as surface dressing are used to reinstate skid
resistance and seal against the ingress of water to the lower layers
of the road structure.
Although it may not seem like an obviously sensible use of
resources to treat a road that is still in fairly good condition when
other worse roads are left untreated, spending money on
preventative maintenance improves the resilience of the highway
network and prolongs the life of highway assets in a cost efficient
way, leading to an overall long term improvement.’
The full policy and criteria can be found at:
http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0016/45052/PrioritisationPolicy-and-Critieria.pdf
Officers are in the process of developing a long term 15 year asset management
strategy which will be referred to this Board for comment and development before
consideration by Cabinet.
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Surface Dressing and Noise
Surrey County Council does not generally test for volume of road noise, as there is no
set figure defining acceptable levels of road noise. However, noise is considered in the
first instance when the site to be surfaced is reviewed by highway engineers. Surface
dressing is rarely used on residential roads, for instance housing estates or other roads
with houses adjacent to the road where the traffic speed is usually 30mph or below, as
it is acknowledged that it is noisier than other surfacing options, however it is a
commonly used treatment in Surrey and the rest of the country which is used on various
road types of road including A class roads that have high speed and large volumes of
traffic as well as more rural roads with lower traffic levels.
Some of the materials which are considered quieter than others are thin surface course
systems which were originally developed in mainland Europe over 20 years ago. They
have since been developed to meet UK safety requirements and have been in
widespread use on English roads since the mid nineties. The life span for this type of
surfacing is typically between 7 – 15 years. While there are benefits to using thin
surface course systems including the fact that they produce lower noise levels, they
tend to be open-textured and potentially more susceptible to the ingress of water
leading to deterioration of the road surface. For this reason Surrey and many other
local authorities apply a preventative maintenance treatment, such as Surface Dressing,
between 7 and 10 years after the initial treatment in order to prolong the life of the
surface. As well as prolonging the life of the road, surface dressing also restores skid
resistance properties and therefore is a useful material in terms of safety.
While surface dressing is acknowledged to be a noisier surface than some structural
treatments, evidence from the Road Surface Treatments Association (RSTA) and from
the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL) suggest that the noise levels will reduce over
time. The RSTA point out that loss of texture tends to reduce noise and therefore
“surface dressing will become less noisy over time” (http://www.rstauk.org/downloads/RSTA-ADEPT-Code-of-Practice-for-Surface-Dressing-Pt8-QuieterSurface-Dressing-2014.pdf ). This is borne out by research carried out by TRL which
measured noise levels of different road surfaces two years apart. The noise levels of all
surfaces measured were quieter after two years and those which had shown higher
noise levels initially showed greater levels of noise reduction; “the fact that the largest
reductions in noise tended to occur on the surfaces that were the noisiest in 2002 will
mean that over time the range between noisiest and quietest surface will tend to
reduce”. (http://www.trl.co.uk/reports-publications/trl-reports/report/?reportid=4927).
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Benefits of Preventative Maintenance
The illustration at figure 1 shows the different high level treatment options available to a
highway engineer during the different points of a roads lifecycle and illustrates the
benefits of intervening at the right time. If a road is not showing much sign of
deterioration, a surface treatment can be used which will restore the road to a ‘nearly
new’ condition and will considerably prolong the life of the road. If the initial intervention
point is missed a more expensive treatment will be required to restore the road to nearly
new condition and when a road has reached the point where it has significantly
deteriorated, multiple layers of the road may need to be replaced at a considerable cost.
Figure 1

Lifecycle strategies for roads
Road Condition
Good

Minimum
acceptable
condition

Failed

5

10

15

20

Deterioration curve of road with no treatments

40

Time (years)

Multiple treatments at optimum intervention intervals (e.g. surface dressing - appox £30,000 per km)
Fewer intermediate treatments where surface course has deteriorated (e.g. surfacing - approx £140,000 per km)
Single major treatment where structure of road has deteriorated (e.g. major maintenance - approx £275,000 per km)

The tables in figure 2 provide a financial illustration of the benefits of intervening at the
right time with the right treatment. They demonstrate that a maintenance strategy that
is based on structural treatments only could be nearly twice as expensive in the long
term than an asset management strategy that includes an appropriate mix of structural
and preventative maintenance.
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Figure 2

Treatment
Year

Reconstruction
Only

20

RC

40

RC

60

RC

80

RC

100

RC

Cost

Treatme
nt Year

Reconstruc
tion &
Resurfacin
g only

14

RS

Cost

Treatme
nt Year

Full Asset
Manageme
nt

7

SD

£30,000

17

SD

£30,000

27

RS

£140,000

34

SD

£30,000

£140,000

£275,000

£275,000

28

RS

£140,000

42

RC

£275,000
44

SD

£30,000

56

RS

£140,000

54

RS

£140,000

70

RS

£140,000

61

SD

£30,000

71

SD

£30,000

£275,000

£275,000
84

RC

£275,000

81

RC

£275,000

98

RS

£140,000

88

SD

£30,000

98

SD

£30,000

£275,000
Total cost to treat 1km of road over 100 years

£1,375,000

Cost

£1,250,000

£795,000

Conclusion
The Council has a duty under the Highways Act (1980) to maintain the highway. The
Council’s policy on how to fulfil this duty in terms of planned capital maintenance is set
out in the Capital Prioritisation Policy which was developed by an Environment and
Transport Select Committee member/officer task group and approved by cabinet on
27/05/14. This policy ensures that the limited funds available to the Council are spent
on the right schemes at the right time to minimise risks to highways users and whole life
costs of an asset. It is the Council’s policy to use preventative maintenance such as
surface dressing on roads that have previously undergone a reconstruction. This is in
order to extend the service life of that road by restoring skid resistance and preventing
the ingress of water into underlying layers which could lead to deterioration. The asset
management approach of including preventative maintenance as part of an effective
asset management strategy is backed up by guidance from the Department for
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Transport and the Audit Commission who recommend intervening at the right time with
preventative measures such as surface dressing. The Department for Transport is now
directly linking the value of capital maintenance grants to those authorities which have
comprehensive asset and efficiency procedures in place.
Officers are in the process of preparing a new 15 year asset strategy to take the service
to 2030. As part of this process comments from Members will be taken into
consideration.
While there are no specific standards, noise is a consideration to the highway engineer
and for this reason surface dressing is infrequently used where there are multiple
properties which are in very close proximity to the highway. On most of the network it is
a cost effective and necessary treatment that is used nationwide.
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Item
8

Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
26 January 2016
Customer Service Excellence in Highways & Transport

Purpose of the report: To provide an update to the Economic Prosperity,
Environment and Highways Board on the customer service within, and
resident satisfaction relating to Surrey Highways & Transport and the work
being undertaken to improve customer service through the Customer Service
Excellence Standard.

Introduction:
1.

Surrey is a county that is on the move, with high levels of car ownership
among the 1.13 million residents and an extensive public transport
network. The county has some of the busiest roads in the country and
there are significant challenges maintaining the network while keeping it
moving. Surrey Highways and Transport (H&T) Service want to bring a
customer focused service to all customers, and want customers to help
shape our service into the future. This will be an integral part of the new
5 year Business Plan for Highways & Transport (H&T).

2.

In 2013 H&T chose to use the Customer Service Excellence Standard as
a framework to help achieve this goal. Accreditation was achieved in
2014 and until very recently H&T were the only county highway authority
to achieve accreditation.

3.

A cross party Member Reference Group made up of volunteers from the
former Environment & Transport Select Committee was created to
provide a member perspective on future performance criteria; provide
insight and challenge of the current delivery strategies and support the
service in improving customer service.

Customer Service Excellence Standard
4.

Customer Service Excellence is a framework developed by the
Government and is designed to help review and drive continuous
customer focussed improvement.
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5.

The Customer Service Excellence framework has five key themes:
Customer Insight, Culture, Information, Delivery and Timeliness &
Quality. To achieve accreditation H&T had to demonstrate how they met
the criteria and were subject to both a paper based and a three day on
site assessment by an independent external assessor.

6.

Following independent assessment H&T was recommended for
accreditation and the report highlighted areas for improvement and good
practice. The assessor praised the attitude and commitment of staff to
improve the service and highlighted Operation Horizon as a good
example of how customer feedback was used to influence service
delivery. Areas of improvement included using the Horizon example to
use customer feedback more consistently across the service. In addition
the follow up to enquiries and keeping the customer informed through
the life of their enquiry was in need of development.

7.

H&T used the report to produce an action plan and concentrated its
efforts on addressing the five themes
Customer Insight
To gain additional insights form our customers H&T are using:
 The Highways Customer Panel has been established to improve
the Services ability to listen, understand and respond to customer
feedback. In 2015 existing customers were asked to join a
customer panel to provide views, three times per year, on the
service they receive. We now have over 1,000 volunteers and
are working closely with our Member Reference Group to analyse
the data and develop the questions for future surveys. Latest
report at Annex 1.
 Annual National Highways & Transport survey assesses resident
satisfaction with service provision. For the first time customer
contact has been measured and the results are shown at Annex
2. This is a postal survey of approx 4,500 residents with a 20%
response rate.
 Surrey Residents Survey provides quarterly customer satisfaction
data (see annex 3)
Culture
Customer Service Excellence forms one strand of the new Highways &
Transport for the Future: People Strategy (HTftFPS) and will also
address:
 Communication and engagement
 Leadership and management development
 Skills and opportunities
The recent H&T restructure has addressed contract management
responsibility to bring decision making closer to the local area
Led by level 5 managers through increased networking and closer
working H&T are driving service change.
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Information
Customer service was at the heart of the recent service restructure and
as part of this a new Works Communication Team has been created.
This team will be responsible for ensuring that residents and Members
are proactively informed of upcoming works, publishing programme
information and handling related customer enquiries.
We have worked with a company called Elgin to develop the
www.Roadworks.org webpage to provide the single point of information
for planned works. This links to our Streetworks system to include utility
company works and additional information allowing customers to self
serve. Along side the website we have worked closely with SCC
corporate Communications Team to redesign our signage and advance
notification letters.
A new Works Management System (WMS) has been developed and
installed to handle customer enquiries and works orders. The system
provides greater transparency and ability to track customer contact.
Delivery
H&T regularly reviews its delivery standards in conjunction with the
Member Reference Group. Feedback from the Customer Panel has
been used to support this.
Compliments and complaint data is regularly reviewed to identify areas
for improvement
Timeliness & Quality
Scrutiny Boards have been established to monitor, challenge and
improve contract performance
H&T work closely with SCC Customer Services, which includes the
Contact Centre, with the aim of managing enquiries at the first point of
contact. To further improve relationships and understanding an ongoing
programme of feedback, training and job swaps is taking place.
Annual Assessment:
8.

To retain accreditation H&T has to demonstrate continuous improvement
at its annual assessment. In April 2015 accreditation was retained and
the assessor highlighted the following areas of good practice:
 Commitment and approach to customer service
 The Service has been instrumental in the introduction of customer
service satisfaction questions within the National Highways &
Transport (NHT) survey.
 The Service has taken a lead in working with Elgin to improve the
level of information being published on ‘Roadworks.org’ website to
give members of the public more detailed information on roadwork’s
in Surrey
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9.

Increased levels of customer feedback to develop services,
As part of the HTftFP key competencies have been developed
around customer service including training, personal development
and recruitment

Customer Service Excellence is an ongoing process and the assessor
also highlighted area where further work is required:
 WMS has delivered improvements and a plan is in place to role the
system out to other areas of the Service. This area should be
considered a priority.
 Community Highway Officers were not able to update electronic
systems while away from the offices. Providing remote technology
could give significant advantages.

Conclusions:
10. The H&T Service receives a high volume of enquiries and complaints
and has developed processes to ensure performance has increased in
relation to these. However it is also recognised that there is room for
improvement and work is being undertaken to achieve this through the
Customer Service Excellence, Highways for the Future projects and an
ongoing review of roles and responsibilities.

Recommendations:
11. That the Board note the contents of this report and the Highways and
Transport Services work to improve Resident Experience.
Next steps:
Through the Customer Service Excellence project and its day to day
operations H&T will seek to improve customer satisfaction and resident
experience.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report contact: Mike Dawson, Customer Service & Improvement Manager
Contact details: 0208 541 8019, miker.dawson@surreycc.gov.uk
Sources/background papers:
National Highway and Transport Survey
Surrey Resident Survey
Surrey Works Management System
SCC Feedback Database
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Survey data analysis October 2015
Introduction
This report contains the data collected from the second highways customer panel survey, held during
October 2015.
The purpose of this survey is to help us understand how satisfied our customers are with our service at the
moment, and any areas in which they feel we could make improvements. We have said that we will be
transparent with our findings, lessons learnt and any actions we take as a result of the survey.
A summary of all the results and actions we will take can be found on page 23 of this report.

The survey – October 2015
In the second survey the aim was to introduce some seasonal questions regarding our tree and vegetation
management, a key subject throughout the summer months. This would allow us to analyse how our residents
feel how well we are dealing with these issues whilst they are most apparent on our network.

Secondly as the first survey showed us that the majority of our customers use online methods to discover
highways information, we wanted to investigate any improvements we could introduce to allow the use
of our website to be as easy as possible.
We have also included a number of questions based around service satisfaction which also appeared in
the first survey, to help us determine how we are performing as a service over periods of time.
Finally we wanted to know if our customers are aware of, and utilising their local committees to raise
any issues they may have.
We sent the survey to 1385 members and received 836 responses, giving a response rate of 60.3%.
Feedback from management
Once the results were gathered a meeting took place between me and members of Surrey Highways
management team to analyse the thoughts and views of each individual, and see what action we can take
as a result of the feedback we received from you, the panel members.
Reporting format
For this report I have decided to run through each question individually, showing the results in a graph
format with commentary on the results alongside this. With this there will be any conclusions we as an
organisation have made, before highlighting the key points in the conclusions page at the back of the report.
Some questions did raise more specific points than others, and some questions also were not open to much
feedback as they were designed for informative purposes.
I hope you enjoy viewing your results and the feedback we at Surrey County Council (SCC) Highways have for
you.
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The Survey: Results, Commentary and Feedback.
Question 1 – How satisfied are you with how Surrey County Council (SCC) deals with the
following?

This survey we wanted to begin including seasonal related topics, to judge how we are performing directly
after key times for certain issues. In this survey we focused on vegetation issues, as these become most
apparent in the spring and summer months as vegetation growth is at its peak.
The high numbers of respondents selecting neither satisfied nor dissatisfied suggests that our residents are
perhaps unaware of the work we carry out to deal with vegetation areas. You can find information on this by
visiting http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/road-maintenance-and-cleaning/trees-grass-andvegetation.
We are pleased to see that a majority of panel members are satisfied with how we manage our grass cutting
duties, with 55% of the 836 respondents declaring this. Satisfaction levels are also reasonably high for tree
management; however we are concerned with the dissatisfaction levels where hedge and bush management
is concerned. 34% of panel members indicated dissatisfaction with this area, which is something we
endeavour to keep under control by ensuring residents keep their hedges cut back to prevent encroachment
onto the highway, thus keeping it safe for highway users. We have decided to investigate into the process of
how we handle these issues, in order to guarantee we are handling them effectively.
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Question 2 – Have you ever reported a vegetation issue (Tree/Grass/Hedge) to us?

This question was designed to go hand-in-hand with the first, by evaluating how many of our customers have
had to report issues we may have missed or that are concerning them. It is positive to see that only a
minority of panel members have had to report a vegetation issue to us; 28% for Tree, 11% for Grass and 23%
for Hedge.
This represents that there is a relatively low number of issues of major concern on our network,
which contains an extremely large amount of vegetation, including over 2 million trees.
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Question 3 – How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your enquiry?

We wanted to know, from the panel members that had reported an issue to us, how satisfied they were with
how their enquiry was handled. This question was designed to be skipped by members who had answered
no to the previous question; unfortunately these instructions were not clearly communicated and for this I
apologise.
However for improvement purposes we can analyse the results based around general enquiry management.
46% of members who answered this question, 316, said they were satisfied with the ease of reporting an
enquiry. Satisfaction with was significantly lower in terms of speed of response and outcome of the enquiry.
Unfortunately we cannot always provide the outcome our customers’ desire; however we will work to
improve the quality audits on our responses to ensure we are providing as much information as possible
when explaining any outcomes.
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Question 4 – How often do you visit SCCs Highways web pages?

In the last survey the panel members informed us that the majority of customers use our online
methods when attempting to discover information regarding SCC highway works. To investigate this
further we wanted to know how often our panel members are utilising our online service, in order to
ensure we are providing up to date information and keeping our web pages current.
Of the 828 responses we had to this question, over a third (33%) of panel members indicated they regularly
(monthly or more frequently) visited our website for information. Alongside this only 16% of members said
they have never visited our website, showing that it is accessible to the majority of our residents, and a key
tool in providing information.
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Question 5 – When searching for information on our website how easy do you find it?

Positively, 61% of panel members indicated that they found it relatively easy to find what they were looking
for when using our highways web pages. Ideally we would like to get to a point where all of customers
using online methods can near enough instantly find what they are looking for. We want to drive self
service by providing as much useful and up to date information as possible.
This has helped to see that the information we are currently providing is accessible, and our customers can
find it without too much hassle.
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Question 6 - Please specify any improvements you feel we could make to our website
that would make finding information easier for you.

We wanted to include an open text question to provide our customers with the opportunity to describe
ways in which we could improve the website for them. As expected there were a number of various
comments, varying depending on the issues each individual had. It was positive to see a number of
comments praising the current website, which we have been working on to make self service as easy as
possible for our customers.
All of the comments have been reviewed by Surrey Highways, and will also be passed onto the web and
digital services team for analysis, so they may determine where any improvements can be made which are
out of Highways remit.
We have identified a number of recurring themes in the comments provided including; a page identifying
what SCC or District/Borough Councils are responsible for, more detailed information on roadworks, easier
to identify complaints page, user login interface, better search facilities and making ourselves easier to
contact.
At Surrey we have been investigating the opportunity for individual customer logins, to make logging defects
and enquiries as simple as possible. Allowing customers to save their details and view their logged issues
would greatly increase the amount of self service taking place, meaning that the flow of information would
be better for all parties. We will keep you updated with any progress that is made towards this feature.
For more detailed information on roadworks taking place on our network please see the analysis on
question 9 in this report.
We have reviewed the need for a page detailing where responsibility lies between SCC and the District and
Borough Councils. Unfortunately due to the large range of services provided by each, which differ depending
on which District or Borough our customers live in, we feel the creation of such a page would be of little
benefit. Currently you can search for the particular issue you are interested in, for example dog fouling, and
our website will bring up pages detailing who to contact regarding the issue.
In regards to ease of making complaints regarding the council, if our customers search for “complaint” on
our public website, they will be directed to a page named “How to make a complaint about the council”
which can be found by following this link, http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/your-council/complaints-commentsand-compliments/how-to-make-a-complaint-about-the-council.
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Question 7 – Are you aware of SCCs Highways Information Online web page?

Our highways information online web page is one we are looking to improve specifically, in order to create a
central hub which our highways customers can use as a reference point when trying to gather information. It
was pleasing to see that the majority of our panel members were already aware of the highways information
online page, for the remaining 45% who were unaware; I provided a link to the page so that they may take a
look.
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Question 8 – Did you find the Highways Information Online page informative?

Following from the previous question, we wanted to discover how informative the panel members thought
the page is in its current format.
We were again pleased to see that only a small minority, 7%, of panel members felt the page was not
informative, meaning the information currently on the web page is going someway to providing the
information our customers need.
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Question 9 - What information would you like included within the Highways Information
Online web page? Please specify below.
All of the comments in this question have been read and analysed by management staff within Surrey
Highways, and a number of common themes were identified including; more information on roadworks, the
ability to view already reported issues, more regular winter updates, more informative videos, information
about our defect priorities and live traffic information.
With regards to providing more information on roadworks, we have decided to further publicise our
roadworks in my area web page. This is an extremely powerful tool which allows customers to view, on a live
interactive map, details of all permitted roadworks on our network. It provides information on who is
undertaking the works, severity and impact, work duration as well as live traffic information through filtered
layers. A facility is also in place which allows customers to sign up to email alerts which notify them of any
new works occurring in their defined area or region. You can find the application by visiting
http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/road-maintenance-and-cleaning/roadworks-in-my-area.
We will also be including information regarding this facility on the highways information online web page in
order to make it as accessible as possible to our customers.
Having consulted the winter maintenance team, we are investigating the possibility of creating regular
updates via the highways information online page so that our customers are aware of any activities
which may affect their journeys or activities on our network.
As an organisation we are also currently in the process of investigating a system which will allow customers
to view issues on our network that have already been reported, so that we may prevent duplication of
reports, saving time for both our customers and ourselves.
We will also be including our safety matrix on the highways information online webpage, so that our
customers can see exactly how we prioritise defects that are present on our network and the reasons why
work may or may not be carried out.
We received some positive feedback with regards to the content on the page which I would like to thank our
members for, in particular regarding the informative surface dressing video we have placed on there. We will
be aiming to include a larger number of informative videos, so that our customers are made aware of the
various processes we undertake, and are aware of any issues that these may cause.
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Question 10 – How satisfied are you with these aspects of SCC customer service?

We have decided to include the following three satisfaction questions in all of our surveys, to allow us
to evaluate how satisfaction rates vary across the life time of the customer panel.
We are extremely pleased to see that 75% of customers are either very satisfied or satisfied with the ease of
contacting SCC, despite a 2% fall since last survey we have had almost double the number of responses, so to
see the new members are just as satisfied as the members who took the previous survey, is a superb
indicator that we are making ourselves accessible.
Alongside this 71% of panel members said they were pleased with the professionalism of our customer
service staff, and only 12% dissatisfied. Again this goes to show the training we are providing our staff works
effectively to ensure all of our customers receive top quality customer service at all times.
The most concerning area is with our speed and quality of response. 32% of customers responded that they
are either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with this aspect of our customer service. As mentioned previously,
we will be ensuring our audits on responses are extremely thorough allowing us to make sure our officers
are providing as much information as possible when explaining any outcomes.
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Question 11 – Regarding SCC Highways roadworks, how satisfied are you with the following?

The two main themes we identified from this question were that our customers are unsatisfied with the time
we take to complete works, and that they are unaware of available help to find out about roadworks. Over
half of panel members (52%) declared that they are either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the time it
takes us to complete works. Panel members also told us that they are unaware of help lines to find out
information regarding roadworks, with 46% indicating that they don’t know about these.
Unfortunately delays to roadworks are often inevitable, however in order to reduce the effect this has on
our customers, we are going to be improving the information we provide to our customers so that they are
aware of why delays are caused and accurate information on how this will effect durations of works. We also
monitor our contractors through audits to ensure their works are completed to set service timescales.
The issues regarding available help lines to find out information have been passed to the works
communication team leader. We have decided to make our roadworks information much more accessible
through platforms such as our website. We are working to improve the system we currently have at our
disposal, which can be visited here: http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/road-maintenanceand-cleaning/roadworks-in-my-area.
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Question 12 – How satisfied are you with theses aspects of SCC Highways works?

Three main themes concerning dissatisfaction appeared here with the condition of road surfaces, speed
and quality of repairs to damaged roads and provision of drains all receiving high levels of dissatisfaction.
78% of panel members said they were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the condition of road
surfaces in Surrey.
A large majority of panel members, 73%, indicated dissatisfaction with speed and 68% with quality of
repairs to damaged roads. In order to monitor our repair work we have a compliance team in place to
ensure that our contractors are carrying out repair works to timescale and to a high standard. Through key
performance indicators (KPIs) and audits, alongside material testing in our laboratory we aim to ensure that
we get the best work possible in the allocated timescales. Any remedial works that are required due to
correct poor repair work is undertaken by our contractors, at no extra cost to us, as we pay a fixed sum as
part of our contract and any remedial works do not affect our budgets.
Over half of panel members (53%) indicated they were dissatisfied with the way SCC keeps our drains clear
and working. As a result of this we have now ordered three extra machines to help us deal with issues
around blocked connections, jammed lids and the cleaning of soakaways. As we are coming into the winter
period we are also currently investigating the possibility of utilising an extra machine, to help react to any
emergency issues that may arise, whilst also helping with regular cleaning whilst no issues are present.
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Question 13 – Did you know you can ask a question to your local committee or bring a
petition, on local highways issues?

Only 28% of panel members said they are aware that our customers can ask a question or bring a petition to
local committees. Each district has its own local committee, to find out more information about how you
can get involved please see the following link, http://www.surreycc.gov.uk/get-involved/your-local-area,
and select the appropriate area.
We have decided that we need to increase advertisement of our local committees, in order to promote
involvement from our residents. To do this we will be making commitments in publicising the available
committees, along with schedules and outcomes to show what outcomes they can achieve.
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Question 14 – If yes and you have brought a question or a petition to one of these
committees, were you satisfied with how this was dealt with?

We asked panel members to describe their experience of times when they had taken a comment or petition to
their local committee, so that we could understand in more depth, where improvements can be made.

The comments have been gathered, and will be passed onto the appropriate team for analysis.
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Highways Customer Panel – October 2015

Summary
Trees and Vegetation






55% of members are satisfied with how we manage grass cutting. However 34% of panel members
are dissatisfied with our hedge/bush management. We will be investigating the process regarding
how we handle these issues.



A minority of panel members have reported a vegetation issue to us, 28% for Tree, 11% for Grass and
23% for Hedge.



46% of members are satisfied with the ease of reporting issues; however satisfaction is significantly
lower with speed and outcome of response. We will be working to improve the quality of response
audits to ensure they are as comprehensive as possible.

Website and Highways Information Online












Over a third of panel members regularly (monthly or more frequently) use Surrey Highways online
service.



61% of panel members indicated that they find it relatively easy to gather information using
our website.



We have analysed improvement comments and passed them to web and digital services team within
Surrey County Council. We are investigating possibility of having customer logins as well as a number
of other features.
55% of panel members are aware of the Highways Information Online web page.




Only 7% of panel members said they did not find the Highways Information Online web
page informative.



We have decided to publicise and make more accessible our roadworks in my area web page, as this
is a key tool with various helpful features.



We will investigate ways in which we can provide regular updates throughout the winter period with
regard to maintenance.



Promotion of our safety matrix will be paramount so customers can understand the ways in which we
operate.

Customer Service





75% of customers are satisfied with how easy it is to contact SCC, down 2%.



71% indicated they were satisfied with the professionalism of our staff, showing our training
methods are provided effectively.



32% of members are dissatisfied with the speed and quality of our responses, meaning we will
ensure our audits are thorough making sure our officers provide comprehensive information to
timescales.

Highways Roadworks


52% of panel members were not satisfied with the time it takes us to complete works, we monitor
our contractors to ensure they are completing works to timescales.
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Highways Customer Panel – October 2015



46% of customers don’t know about help to find out about roadworks, which is why we will be
working to improve our roadworks in my area web page, as well as the advertisement of it.

Highways Works






78% of customers are dissatisfied with the condition of road surfaces within Surrey.



73% and 68% of customer declared dissatisfaction with speed and quality of repairs to damaged
roads respectively. We monitor our contractors through audits and key performance indicators to
ensure we receive the highest quality works within the set timescales. Any remedial works do not
affect the cost to us or the tax payer as these are paid for by the contractor themselves.



53% of panel members indicated they were dissatisfied with the way SCC keeps our drains clear and
working. Due to this we are investing in three extra machines to help deal with issues regarding
blocked connections, jammed lids and the cleaning of soakaways.

Local Committees





28% of panel members are aware that they can ask a question or bring a petition to local
committees. We need to increase advertisement of these committees to promote as much public
involvement as possible.



The comments regarding local committee experience have been passed to the appropriate team
for analysis and action.

Surrey Highways Customer Panel – What to expect next
In the next survey we have decided to, following feedback from panel members, include many more open
text questions to allow members to describe exactly why they have given the answers they have chosen and
to help us pinpoint detailed areas for improvement.
We will send e-mails out to our members with any further details of updated information, as well as dates
and information regarding any future surveys. These will contain any relevant links you will need.
Please send any questions you may have regarding this report or anything panel related to
highways.customerpanel@surreycc.gov.uk.
If you feel anybody you know would be interested in joining the panel and giving us their feedback, please
send them to http://new.surreycc.gov.uk/roads-and-transport/highways-information-online/highwayscustomer-panel and from there they can follow the link to sign up.
If for any reason you feel you no longer want to be a part of the Highways Customer Panel you can cancel
your membership through the following link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/?sm=7ketzC3rlJy%2b4R4Pg4cOfw%3d%3d
I would like to take this opportunity, on behalf of all of us at Surrey Highways, to thank you for taking part in
this Highways Customer Panel survey. I hope you enjoyed the experience and feel like the whole process
has been productive. I very much look forward to the next instalments, and hope you are as excited as I am
in shaping a better highways service for you, the customer.
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Annex 2

SEASIG Customer Focus Group - Contact with the Council
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Annex 2

SEASIG Customer Focus Group - Contact with the Council
17a.01 Have you contacted the Council?

17b. How did you contact the council?
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Annex 2

SEASIG Customer Focus Group - Contact with the Council
Q17c How satisfied or dissatisfied are you with the following aspects of how your
enquiry was handled?
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Annex 2

SEASIG Customer Focus Group - Contact with the Council
17c.01 Ease of contact

17c.02 Professionalism of person contacted
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Annex 2

SEASIG Customer Focus Group - Contact with the Council
17c.03 Speed and Quality of response

17c.04 Your enquiry/problem overall
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Annex 3 - Surrey Residents Survey (SRS) Results from Quarter 1 2013/14 to Quarter 2 in 2015/16
Resident satisfaction with service provision.

Road
Maintenance
Pavement
Maintenance

Qtr 1
2013/14
23%

Qtr 2
2013/14
32%

Qtr 3
2013/14
30%

Qtr 4
2013/14
21%

Qtr 1
2014/15
24%

Qtr 2
2014/15
30%

Qtr 3
2014/15
36%

Qtr 4
2014/15
31%

47%

49%

48%

47%

48%

50%

50%

47%

Qtr 1
Qtr 2
2015/16 2015/16
29%
35%
47%

57%

The SRS is a telephone survey of 1650 residents across Surrey every quarter. The sample design ensures survey results are
broadly representative of the views of all Surrey residents in terms of age, gender and ethnicity
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There are two satisfaction questions included for Highways & Transport concerning road and pavement maintenance. The data
shows that residents are consistently happier with the maintenance pif pavements than roads.
There has been a comparative year on year increase with satisfaction since 2013/14, for roads this could reflect the volume of
works that have taken place in the last two years including Operation Horizon.
The quarterly variations follow a seasonal trend with quarters 3 and 4 reflecting the winter months were there is a greater likelihood
of drainage, flooding and pothole issues.
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Item
9

Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
26th January 2016
Update on the Superfast Surrey Programme

Purpose of the report: To provide an update to the Board on the delivery of
fibre broadband infrastructure as part of the Superfast Surrey Programme.
Introduction:
1.

In 2012 Surrey County Council (SCC) signed a contract with BT to
deliver fibre broadband infrastructure to those premises in Surrey that
were determined not to be benefitting from commercial rollouts.

2.

SCC obtained the necessary legal authority to intervene in specific areas
of the county where there was market failure in the provision of Next
Generation Access (NGA) broadband services. These locations were
included in Surrey’s Intervention Area (IA).

Update on deployment and coverage
1.

All deployment in the main phase of the Superfast Surrey Broadband
programme has now finished with more than 86,000 now covered by the
fibre broadband network as part of the the Superfast Surrey Programme.

2.

The final months of the programme have concentrated on delivery of
fibre infrastructure to many of the harder to reach and more technically
challenging locations.

3.

The Superfast Surrey Programme, combined with the commercial
rollouts, is now enabling approximately 96% of all Surrey residents to
access fibre download speeds of 15mbps or above. This is anticipated to
increase to 97% by 2018 due to additional commercial deployment
plans. Premises that are still unable to obtain a Next Generation Access
(NGA) download speed of 15Mbps or more are either not connected to
fibre infrastructure or are connected but are on long telephone lines.

4.

The take-up of fibre broadband services within the Intervention Area is
approaching 33%. This take-up level is amongst the highest in the
country and will trigger claw-back funding that can be used for further
broadband deployment. Clawback is a mechanism within the contract
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with BT that generates ‘income’ for the Superfast Surrey Programme
when the level of take-up exceeds 20%.
5.

Prior to taking any decisions on further broadband infrastructure
deployment, in April 2015 SCC embarked on an Open Market Review
(OMR) to understand the broadband landscape of Surrey. The first stage
of the OMR process required SCC to request coverage and future
deployment information from broadband infrastructure providers. The
information received from broadband providers has been analysed by
SCC to determine the extent of NGA broadband availability throughout
Surrey, where premises can obtain a minimum of 15 Mbps download
speeds. Before progressing to the next stage of the OMR, SCC must
await a Broadband Delivery UK (BDUK) announcement on the European
Commission State Aid Funding re-notification. BDUK have now advised
that this is not anticipated until the Spring of 2016. SCC must comply
with the conditions imposed by the European Commission when
incorporating any additional premises within Surrey’s IA. In the
meantime, SCC will be working with BT to identify if there are any further
viable solutions in our existing Intervention Area where deployment could
commence while awaiting the outcome of the State Aid renotification.

6.

In December 2015, Superfast Surrey announced a subsidised basic
broadband scheme which is funded and managed by BDUK. The
scheme forms part of a Government commitment to give access to
download speeds of at least 2Mbps to every premise and provides the
option of a subsidised basic broadband installation for eligible premises.
Information regarding this scheme is available on the Superfast Surrey
website.

Recommendations:
1. For the Board to note the current status of the Superfast Surrey
Programme.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report contact: [Graham Cook, Programme Manager, Superfast Surrey
Programme]
Contact details: [GrahamC@superfastsurrey.org.uk]
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Item 10

Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board
26th January 2016
The Agreement between Surrey County Council and Surrey Wildlife
Trust to Manage the Countryside Estate
Purpose of the report: Scrutiny of Services and Budgets/Performance
Management/Policy Development and Review
This report updates the Board on the review of the Agreement between Surrey
County Council (SCC) and Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT) to manage the County
Council’s Countryside Estate. A decision report is going to the County Council’s
Cabinet in February 2016, a draft of which is attached. This will set out the changes
to the way the Agreement in managed, the commitment by SWT to reach a zero
contribution from SCC by 2021 and the monitoring process put in place to ensure the
service is delivered to the agreed standards. The Board is asked to provide feedback
on the proposed changes.

Introduction:
The Agreement with SWT to manage the County Council’s Countryside Estate has
run from 2002 with an end date of 2052. Following a review of the Agreement a
number of changes to the way it is managed are due to be taken to Cabinet in
February 2016 for approval. The draft report attached outlines those changes. These
changes will provide better value for the residents of Surrey and provide improved
visitor facilities in the countryside.
Memorandum of Understanding
1.

Key to the changes is the premise that the Countryside Estate can generate an
income which will allow the direct contribution from SCC to reduce to nil by
2021. SWT and SCC have agreed to work together to achieve this target and
to this end a range of income generating projects have been drawn up. These
are now being worked up into business cases. These cases will underpin the
rolling five year business plan which will demonstrate the process of getting to
the nil contribution by 2021.

2.

Following achievement of the cost neutral position for the Countryside Estate
the share of costs and profit from each of the income generating projects will be
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assessed on a case by case basis. A Memorandum of Understanding has
been drafted to cover this process and once agreed would be signed by both
SCC and SWT.
3.

A further key change is in the Governance which includes:






The requirement for a rolling five year business plan
The requirement for an Asset Management plan and rolling five year
Repairs and Maintenance Programme.
A revised Service Delivery Specification and set of Key Performance
Indicators.
A new system to ensure that the Annual report is signed off by both
partners.
A clear process for developing and approving the business cases and
business plan.

Recommendations:
1. That prior to the report to Cabinet in February 2016, the Economic Prosperity,
Environment and Highways Board is requested to review the proposals and
give feedback.
Next steps:


The report goes to Cabinet for Approval of the proposed changes to the
management of the Agreement and the principles of the Business Plan for the
Countryside Estate. The final details to be delegated to the Cabinet Member
for Environment and Planning in consultation with the Strategic Director for
Environment and Infrastructure and the Director for Democratic and Legal
Services.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report contact: Lisa Creaye-Griffin, Countryside Group Manager, Environment
Service, Environment and Infrastructure.
Contact details: 0208541 9404, lisa.creayegriffin@surreycc.gov.uk
Sources/background paper: None
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Section 151 Finance cleared on:
Legal cleared on
Strategic Director cleared on:
Cabinet Member cleared on:
SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL
DRAFT REPORT TO CABINET
DATE:

23RD FEBRUARY 2016

REPORT OF:

MR MIKE GOODMAN, CABINET MEMBER FOR ENVIRONMENT
AND PLANNING & MS DENISE LE GAL, CABINET MEMBER
FOR BUSINESS SERVICES AND RESIDENT EXPERIENCE

LEAD
OFFICER:

MR TREVOR PUGH, STRATEGIC DIRECTOR, ENVIRONMENT &
INFRASTRUCTURE

SUBJECT:

THE AGREEMENT WITH SURREY WILDLIFE TRUST FOR THE
MANAGEMENT OF THE COUNTY COUNCIL’S COUNTRYSIDE
ESTATE

SUMMARY OF ISSUE:
In the last report for Cabinet in June 2015 on this subject it was agreed that the
recommendations for changes to the operation of the Agreement between Surrey
County Council (SCC) and Surrey Wildlife Trust (SWT) would be brought to the
November 2015 Cabinet with a recommendation for reducing the current payment
that SCC annually pay the SWT to manage the Countryside Estate.
Negotiations with SWT have taken longer than anticipated and so this report was
delayed until the February 2016 meeting. This report sets out the joint work between
SCC and SWT to ensure that there is a Business Plan in place for the next five
years, along with a Memorandum of Understanding between SCC and SWT to
ensure that the requirements of the Agreement are clearly understood and can be
effectively managed.
As part of the due diligence SCC have carried out a number of checks on the various
plans produced by SWT which have shown that SWT have complied with all the
requests from SCC in putting future plans in place to ensure effective management of
the Countryside Estate (Estate) and a reduction in costs to the public purse.
In the event of any disagreement, the dispute clause of the Agreement would be
activated leading to a mutually agreed resolution or the termination of the Agreement.
RECOMMENDATIONS:
It is recommended that Cabinet:
1. Approves the proposed way forward with a Memorandum of Understanding
setting out the process for ensuring the Countryside Estate becomes
financially self sufficient by 2021, and approves governance arrangements,
Asset Management Plan, performance management and woodland
management as described below, subject to the same changes being
agreed by SWT Trustees and delegating completion to the Cabinet Member
for Environment and Planning and the Strategic Director for Environment
and Infrastructure in consultation with the Director of Legal and Democratic
Services.
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2. Approves the principles of the Business Plan for the next five years up to
2020/21.
REASON FOR RECOMMENDATIONS:
Approval of the recommendations will put in place a mechanism to make the
Countryside Estate more efficient, while delivering improvements for visitors,
reducing the Council's contribution to zero by 2020/2021, and agreeing the
distribution of funds thereafter.
DETAILS:
1.

The current Agreement was signed in 2002 and envisaged SWT increasing the
income to manage the Estate and, to this end, the original Financial Formula
required a £300,000 reduction in the base payment over the first ten years.
This was achieved in 2012/13. Since then the payment has further reduced
through savings of £100,000 per year agreed for 2014/15 and 2015/16. In
addition, the payments have not been inflated year on year. The Estate that
was leased to SWT includes 4 tenanted farms, a number of houses and
commercial property which produce a rent role that forms part of the overall
budget for managing the Estate. In the last year discussions with SWT have
resulted in agreement that the Estate should become self sufficient by 2020/21
through demonstrating efficiency, developing income generating opportunities
on the Estate and improving the facilities available for the public.

2.

This report recommends approval of a Memorandum of Understanding
between SCC and SWT that will clarify what is required from SWT enabling the
SCC Estate to become financially self sufficient by 2020/21. In addition
documents attached to the original Agreement have been updated to
strengthen the management and performance monitoring process for the
Agreement to ensure that an improving service to the public is delivered. That
service will deliver on all the objectives of the SCC Corporate Strategy, by
improving the residents’ experience, providing more accessible sites to
encourage people to visit for health and wellbeing and by improving the
economic prosperity of rural businesses.

3.

The proposed changes have been discussed with the Member Reference
Group of the Environment and Transport Select Committee and subsequently
with the Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board. The
proposals are summarised below and, where appropriate, described in full in
specified Annexes attached to this report.

4.

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) - The MoU covers the commitment of
SWT and SCC to work together to make the SCC Countryside Estate
financially self sufficient by 2021. This covers the requirement for the Business
plan to be agreed by both parties each year. It will however be a rolling 5 year
plan so the progress of the income generating ideas can be seen and
measured against the expectations. SWT have put in place a team who are
developing and implementing income generating projects.

5.

Five Year Rolling Business Plan - In line with the Financial Formula (included
as Annex 2 in the June 2015 Cabinet report) the five year rolling Business Plan
(the plan) presents a guaranteed saving for 2016/17 and an outline of the
budgets for subsequent years taking into account the outline business cases
for individual income generating projects, that are either worked up or in the
process of being worked up. The plan reflects the agreed target of achieving nil
revenue contributions from SCC by 2021, through the joint development of
business cases to reduce costs, demonstrate efficiencies and generate
additional income for the period 2016/17 to 2021/2022. The business plans will
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be reviewed annually under the revised governance arrangements, which
include an Annual Report to Cabinet.
6.

Business Cases - The business plan is based on business cases being
worked up to make the most of opportunities to generate income from activities
and properties on the Countryside Estate. The Plan identifies business
opportunities that are already being worked up into full business cases, while
the annex to the Business Plan sets out further opportunities which will be
assessed over the next year to see which ones are viable. Outline business
cases are then submitted to SCC to determine whether they are viable and
establish where investment would come from if required.

7.

Newlands Corner - Phase 1 of the project to improve the visitor facilities at
Newlands Corner is a key opportunity to improve the experience for all visitors
and encourage a wider range of people to visit and enjoy more of the site. The
income generated from this project will help to pay for managing the Estate and
will be key in providing early returns in the Business plan. This provides a
chance to develop some of the other plans which have a longer lead in time.

8.

Governance Arrangements - were set out in the June report and attached to
this report in Annex 2 is the first Annual Report on the Countryside Estate from
SWT. This will be an evolving process but illustrates the annual performance
reporting. KPIs and targets, defined in the Service Delivery Specification, are
also reported quarterly so any issues can be picked up during the year.

9.

Asset Management Plan (AMP) - SCC Property Services have carried out a
due diligence process on the Stock Condition survey of built property and on
the overall management of property on the Countryside Estate. This has
involved an internal assessment of the stock condition and an overview of the
potential of the estate to generate better return. The assessment confirms that
the AMP is sound and, with the governance now in place, can be effectively
monitored by SCC. A summary of the AMP was annexed to the June 2015
report to Cabinet.

10.

Knight Frank were commissioned by SCC Property Services to assess a range
of factors relating to SWT’s management of the Estate including the AMP for
the built property, woodland and the governance currently in place. The report
concluded that there were some limited areas where SWT could improve,
which have now been incorporated in their plans for the built environment,
woodland and the 5 year business plan. Therefore the Estate will be managed
as effectively as it could be. This provides an effective base for future
management of the Estate.

11.

Supplemental Lease - This will complete the intended lease of property
already managed by SWT. A draft is currently with SWT’s solicitors.

12.

Woodland Management Strategy – Following the Forestry Policy that was
drawn up last year and now has sign off from the Forestry Commission a
strategic plan has been drawn up. The plan was prepared by a Forestry
Consultant and is now awaiting sign off from the Forestry Commission. The
plan shows that 1,150 hectares are currently managed and there is an
estimated potential income in the next 5 years of £116,500 (Annex 3).
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CONSULTATION:
13.

Internal consultation has taken place with Legal Services, Property Services,
Procurement, and the Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning has been
involved throughout the negotiations.

14.

A Member Reference Group from the Environment and Transport Select
Committee and Economic Prosperity, Environment and Highways Board has
been involved in the development of these proposals.

15.

Briefing sessions have taken place with the local County Council, Borough
Councillors and Parish Councillors regarding Newlands Corner.

16.

The final proposals have to be considered by SWT Trustees.

RISK MANAGEMENT AND IMPLICATIONS:
17.

The main financial risk is around the success of the business cases put forward
each year. This will be a joint process between SCC and SWT, with SCC
approving those cases and agreeing that they will provide an acceptable
income for the following year. Monitoring during the year will quickly highlight
any issues and allow the two parties to seek a remedy. A small Board will be
established to assess the business cases, this will comprise of representatives
from SCC and SWT. For example, there is currently a Board dealing with the
Newlands Corner Project.

18.

There is a reputational risk if the partnership fails. This review has shown that
the Agreement can be made to work for both parties providing they work
collaboratively, have robust governance in place and develop clear plans for
investment and returns for each party. There can be confidence in the
management of this risk as proposed changes to the Agreement are based on
principles accepted in writing by the SWT.

19.

Investment in the property is essential to keep the assets maintained and to
maximize income over the 37 years remaining on the lease; it is a full repairing
lease and the terms of the Agreement require that the properties are
maintained to a minimum standard comparable to the condition as at the
inception of the lease. A further condition survey has been completed on all of
the built property in 2015 and confirms that it is in a fair to good condition, this
will now form the baseline for all further monitoring. The Property Asset
Management Plan has been developed from that survey and will be monitored
through the Service Delivery Specification and Key Performance Indicators to
ensure that the land and buildings are properly maintained. (See the Annual
Report 2014/15 in Annex 2).

Financial and Value for Money Implications
20.

SCC and SWT are working on plans that will develop the income generating
potential of the Estate to get it to a self funding position by 2021. Developing
these opportunities will provide savings and also improve the visitor facilities for
the public whilst helping to attract a wider range of visitors. This will form part of
our aim to increase the number of people taking part regularly in physical
activity.
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21.

The Council’s current Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) includes
countryside savings of £0.3m by 2016/17, including reduced support to SWT of
£0.2m. The SWT Business Plan shows further savings equating to £759,000
over the next 5 years. The MTFP will be adjusted in light of the additional
savings provided by this plan. The investment needed for these plans will be
agreed between the parties for each business case. Any investment from SCC
would be subject to a robust business case, including an assessment of risks,
and approval through the Council’s normal process including its investment
panel, and any decision required by members would be the subject of future
reports.

22.

SWT have demonstrated that they are committed to making this plan work by
delivering savings in 2014/15 and 2015/16 and presenting a business plan that
gets the Estate to financial self sufficiency by 2021. The plan is subject to the
business opportunities delivering the income projected, however this risk is
reduced by the development of a wide range of income generating ideas as
well as back up plans should the main ones be delayed or fail to be realised.

23.

The Property Asset Management Plan will help to ensure that plans are
developed to maximise the benefits from property and ensure adequate
financial provision is made for future property repairs and maintenance. The
Supplemental Lease seeks to formalise existing arrangements and as such is
not expected to impact on the council's finances.

Section 151 Officer Commentary
24.

The S151 officer is continuing to work with Countryside officers to understand
the implications and risks of the proposed changes, and this commentary will
updated accordingly. The SWT Business Plan sets out how a financially
sustainable position could be reached by 2021, i.e. with no financial subsidy
from SCC. This will require a number of proposals and business cases to be
developed, and these will be assessed and commented on as they arise. Aside
from improving visitor facilities at Newlands Corner, the proposals in the
Business Plan, attached as a Part 2 item in view of the sensitivity of the
financial information it includes. Where investment is sought from SCC, this
would be subject to the Council's existing approval processes, including its
Investment Panel and further Cabinet or Cabinet Member reports as required.
The plan is subject to a number of risks and uncertainties and will require
careful monitoring.

Legal Implications – Monitoring Officer
25. The Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is not a legally binding document.
The terms of the original Agreement will remain in force and unchanged by it.
The MoU will set out the intentions of the parties in relation to the production of
the 5 year business plan and annual review and clarify the way in which SWT
and SCC will work together to make the SCC Countryside Estate financially self
sufficient by 2021.
26. The other changes to the original Agreement in relation to the governance
arrangements, the Asset Management Plan, the financial formula and woodland
management will be dealt with by way of side letter and will form part of the
Agreement and as such will be legally binding upon the parties.
27. The Partnership Committee was established, under the terms of the original
agreement, as an advisory board and to provide oversight to the management
arrangements. It is not a formally constituted SCC committee and does not have
any executive decision-making authority. Any formal decisions that have not
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been delegated to officers will need to continue to be made by the Cabinet, or
Cabinet Member, as appropriate.
28. Under Section 123 of the Local Government Act 1972, local authorities have the
power to dispose of land in any manner they wish subject to the disposal being
for the best consideration reasonably obtainable. For the commercial properties,
a rental value will be expressed in the lease or consent from the Secretary of
State will be required. For the non-commercial properties, the consideration will
be the services provided by SWT in their management of the countryside estate.
Equalities and Diversity
29.

The Agreement makes appropriate provision for equality and diversity issues in
terms of recruitment and public engagement. There are no discernible impacts
arising from the changes to the Agreement at this stage. Equality Impact
Assessments will be carried out as improvements arising from the Agreement
are proposed.

Other Implications:
30.

The potential implications for the following Council’s priorities and policy areas
have been considered. Where the impact is potentially significant a summary of
the issues is set out in detail below.
Area assessed:

Direct Implications:

Corporate Parenting/Looked After
Children

No significant implications arising
from this report

Safeguarding responsibilities for
vulnerable children and adults

No significant implications arising
from this report

Public Health

The improvements to visitor
facilities will make the Countryside
Estate more accessible and
attractive to a wider demographic
and should therefore bring benefits
to the public health.

Climate change

No significant implications arising
from this report

Carbon emissions

The woodland plans will contribute
to the better management of our
woodlands and development of
woodfuel as a heating fuel.

Public Health implications
31.

It is the aim of both SCC and SWT that, by improving the visitor facilities and
making sites more attractive to local users, the number of people who partake
in regular physical activities will increase.

Climate change/carbon emissions implications
32.

There are no implications for climate change or carbon emissions from the
review itself. Some of the commercial projects that come out of the review may
have implications and these will be assessed as part of the project plans.
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WHAT HAPPENS NEXT:
Next Steps:




SWT’s Council is required to approve these changes.
To delegate to The Strategic Director for Environment and Infrastructure and
Cabinet Member for Environment and Planning the completion of the MoU.
To set up the Board to work with SWT and assess the income generating
opportunities and work them up into business cases.

Contact Officer:
Lisa Creaye-Griffin
Countryside Group Manager
0208 541 9404
Consulted:
Surrey Wildlife Trust Trustees
Surrey Countryside Partnership Committee (The Committee established to steer the
Agreement)
Environment and Transport Select Committee (ETSC)
ETSC Member Reference Group
SCC Legal Service
SCC Property Services
SCC Financial Services
SCC Procurement Services
SCC Director for Legal and Democratic Services
Annexes:
Annex 1
Annex 2
Annex 3

The Five Year Rolling Business Plan 2015/16 to 2021/22 and
Business Opportunities annexed to the Business Plan (Part 2
2014/15 Annual Report
Surrey County Council Countryside Estate Woodland Strategy 2015

Sources/background papers:
Cabinet Report 23rd June 2015 : The Agreement with Surrey Wildlife Trust for
the Management of Surrey County Council’s Countryside Estate
• Cabinet Report 20 March 2010 Countryside Contract Review
• Cabinet Report 16 December 2014: The Agreement with Surrey Wildlife Trust
for the Management of the County Council’s Countryside Estate
• Environment and Transport Select Committee 23 April 2015: The Agreement
with Surrey Wildlife Trust for the Management of the County Council’s
Countryside Estate
•
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report provides an overview of Surrey Wildlife Trust’s (SWT) performance in relation to the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and contract Service Delivery Specification (SDS) in 2014-2015. Achievements on the ground are
linked to the Environmental, Social and Economic themes and objectives for SCC Countryside.
Financial Summary


In December 2014 the savings plan for the Countryside Estate for the two years ending 31st March 2015
and 2016 was agreed by the Partnership. This allowed for SCC’s contribution to reduce by £100,000 to
£859,000 in 2014/15 and by a further £100,000 to £759,000 in 2015/16. To achieve these savings SWT has
restructured the delivery of the service to focus on commercial income generation. In addition,
substantial savings in staff, land management and equipment costs have been made and more will be
achieved over the two years. The savings plan set out that the Countryside Estate would break-even over
the combined two year period.



The income budget for FY14/15 was exceeded by £24,000 through higher sales of timber, licences and
events and increased property income; total income including SCC grant was £1,966,000. The staff
restructuring planned for April 2015 was brought forward to January 2015; this meant that £34,000 of
expenditure was brought forward to FY2014/15. Direct expenditure on managing the land and property
was on budget at £721,000. Overall, there was a net surplus of income over expenditure of £24,000 £12,000 less than budget, due to bringing forward restructuring costs. The overall objective of break-even
over the two year period is currently on target.

Highlights in 2014-2015 include:


A new set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) has been agreed and this Annual Performance Report
reports against these. 2014/15 is the base year for data.



One of the new KPIs concerns woodland management and there has been significant new work in this
area. Woodland assessments have been completed on all SCC woodland sites, which will form the basis
of the new Woodland Management Plans. SWT has employed an external forestry consultant to
undertake these assessments and now has two members of staff with commercial forestry skills. An
overarching Sustainable Woodland Management Policy was adopted in June 2015 and a Woodland
Strategy is now in preparation.



The total number of volunteer work days on the Estate increased by 4% from 2013/14 to 4352.



Nearly 100% of the area of land designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) has been assessed
as in favourable or unfavourable recovering condition.

Future developments


SWT will produce a Business Plan for the SCC Countryside Estate with the intention to incrementally
reduce the core contribution from SCC down to zero, by 2021, to achieve a self-funding Countryside
Estate.



SWT and SCC will seek to complete variations to the Agreement and associated leases relating to the
revised financial formula, governance arrangements, Asset Management Plan, performance
management and woodland management.
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Introduction
The purpose of this annual report is to provide an overview of SWT’s performance against meeting the Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and the associated SDS.
KPI 1 FINANCIAL
KPI 2 PROTECTION OF LAND
KPI 3 SUSTAINABLE WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
KPI 4 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
KPI 5 PROPERTY – ASSET MANAGEMENT
The annual report also provides a summary of:
 Key successes of the previous financial year;
 Performance risks and actions to resolve;
 Future Development – areas for activity for the following financial year; and
 Financial Performance - enabling both parties to take proactive action at the earliest opportunity or
conversely highlight key SWT successes.
Key Successes in relation to SCC Corporate Strategy 2015-2020
1. Wellbeing


99% of the area of land designated as a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI), 70% of the Countryside
Estate, is now in favourable or recovering condition. SWT is focussed on the ambitious Government
Biodiversity Strategy 2020 for 90% of priority habitats to be in favourable or recovering condition and at
least 50% of SSSIs to be in favourable condition. The total area of SSSI in favourable condition is currently
33%, an improvement from 26% in 2013-14.



SWT remains the largest manager of lowland heathland within Surrey and manages 20% of the national
resource and 1% of the world’s resource of lowland heathland. SWT hosted the National Heathland
Conference in March which showcased a number of SCC sites. The conference was the first held since
2008 and it had not been hosted in Surrey since 1992.



Cowslip Meadow at Sheepleas, renowned for its stunning display of cowslips during April and May, was
officially designated as Surrey’s ’Coronation Meadow’. This project, created by the Prince of Wales,
selected a wildflower meadow in each county of the UK to celebrate the 60th anniversary of the
Coronation and highlight the loss of so many wildflower meadows across the country in the last 60 years.
Green hay and/or seed from Cowslip Meadow is to be used for the enhancement of other areas within
the site and the restoration of other sites in the County. Funding for this has been sourced from
Biffaward. Work has involved the Lower Mole Project which helped to dismantle and remove the old
fence around the receptor site. A new stock fence and connection to the mains water supply will be
installed in the next month to enable conservation grazing. An open day is being planned for April/May
2016 when the cowslip meadow will be in full bloom to promote the project and delegates will be
invited.
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There have been positive discussions with Imperial College (Silwood Park) about closer working with the
University on Chobham Common; links have been made to the SWT Grazing Project and students from
the new veterinary school within Surrey University have started visiting Pond Farm. The farm has
received planning permission to improve the facilities and provide an excellent learning facility for
students.

2. Economic Prosperity


Generating income is developing into a strong area of activity since we appointed a Commercial
Development Manager. During 2015-16 we plan to increase the number of staff in this team to boost the
momentum of commercial activities such as providing clarity and standardisation for event procedures
and income; the introduction of Firewood Scavenging Licences; and better promotion of filming on sites.



SWT has formed a new partnership with ‘Pines and Needles’, whose friendly customer orientated team
sold a variety of fresh Christmas trees, wreaths, garlands, lights and decorations at Newlands Corner
Visitor Centre this year. Following its success SWT will be extending the number of sites to Ockham and
Rykas car park.



SCC, SWT, GBC and the Albury Estate are assessing how we might improve the visitor facilities at
Newlands Corner and Ockham Common and a landscape architect was appointed to work with
stakeholders to create a Masterplan. We want our visitors to have a great experience and have asked
people to help by telling us what matters most to them and what they would like to see when they visit
these sites e.g. improved waymarked trails, play areas, parking, toilets and cafés. Initial work was
undertaken on a visitor questionnaire to attain visitor feedback.



SWT is working with ‘The Spokesman’, a local cycle repair business, initially as a year-long pilot to assess
its viability. The business is located at Newlands Corner and offers mobile bicycle repairs to members of
the public at weekends.



Norbury Park and Sheepleas have successfully been entered into ten year Higher Level Stewardship (HLS)
agreements as of November 2014. Over the length of these agreements, over £57,000 of grant funding
will be received.



A new Sustainable Woodland Management Policy has been drafted that brings together Biodiversity,
Access and Economic objectives. SWT’s Woodland Officer has been working with Penfold’s Woodland
Management to carry out an extensive woodland inventory. Data from this Surrey-wide survey is now
being used to inform new woodland management plans and to identify where we can provide wood
products such as firewood and fencing materials over the next 5-10 years, through sustainable thinning,
felling and coppicing.



During 2014-15 SWT was working in line with the existing Asset Management Plan (AMP) for Property
and following the agreed Repair and Maintenance Programme (RMP) whilst beginning the process to
review both these documents. The revised AMP has been drafted, approved by Cabinet subject to sign
off by SCC Property. An updated Stock Condition Survey will be completed in July 2015 to enable the RMP
to be put together for the next 5 year period.



The Norbury Park Wood Products (NPWP) sales and marketing plan for 2014/15 focussed on growing
sales through improving the website and developing relationships with local estate owners. A new
product brochure was launched during the summer in support of a sales campaign targeting private
estate owners such as independent schools, parish councils and community associations.
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The new NPWP website combined with the brochure campaign saw sales to individuals increase by 75%
to £58,000 and the average order value increase from £240 to £394, as these customers bought more
benches and routed products. Sales to parish councils and residents groups also increased, however as
anticipated, orders from local authorities fell by 40% due to the impact of local government cuts. The
reduction was much greater than expected and as a result sales fell from £76,000 to £46,000. The
increased sales to new customers were not enough to cover the reduction in local authority orders and as
a result revenue was £17,000 below budget at £251,000. Gross margin rose to 67% on the back of price
increases and negotiating better round wood timber prices. Savings were made in staff and other costs
which along with the improvement in gross margin meant the loss for the year was minimised at £23,000
against a budget loss of £33,000. As the economy pulls out of recession and the new business plan is
implemented, it is expected that sales to all sectors except local authorities will increase if the right
approach is taken to stimulating demand and retaining customers.



A Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) bid was prepared and submitted to carry out stabilisation, visitor
interpretation and wildlife enhancement works to the limekilns. These structures are Scheduled Ancient
Monuments and currently on the Heritage at Risk Register. The bid was underpinned by recent
engineering reports, liaison with relevant experts and authorities and public consultation events.
Unfortunately this bid was unsuccessful as it is a very competitive funding scheme with only one in ten
applications being approved. Having taken on feedback from HLF, SWT and English Heritage are currently
in dialogue about making a revised application in the future.

3. Resident Experience


On Chobham Common, flood alleviation work and access improvements worth around £70k were
implemented in partnership with the EA and SHBC. Works to Windsor Road Pond with key flood
alleviation benefits have also now been agreed. A Section 38 Common Land consent application to
enable this work is now being undertaken. Further bridleway works are planned with funding from M3
Exchange land funds.



Volunteers contributed 4352 volunteer days in 2014-15 - a 4% increase on the previous year. Year on
year we report increasing numbers of volunteers within SWT and it is a pleasure to report that 2014-15
has again been consistently positive in our activities. During this past fiscal year we have registered 313
new volunteers, a 29% increase compared to 2013/14, and now have 1569 volunteers registered within
the Trust. This clearly shows that the volunteer programme continues to be a strong vibrant force,
helping the Trust increase the quantity and quality of its work.



As well as recognising the benefits of volunteering in terms of time, it can also be expressed in monetary
value by calculating the time contributed. Accuracy improves with more in-depth analysis, but assuming a
basic rate of £50 per day (just above minimum wage) for general volunteers and a skilled rate of £150 per
day (based on an annual salary of £22,000+overheads) for trained volunteers, the equivalent monetary
value of volunteer time would have been £263,751.



Vehicle counters have been installed at five of our busy visitor sites: Newlands Corner, Ockham Common,
Chobham Common (Roundabout car park), Norbury Park (Fetcham car park) and Whitmoor Common
(Salt Box Road car park). These counters will help to collect data to support future funding applications
and help provide evidence of how many people are using the Estate each year. Visitor surveys have been
undertaken at Norbury Park and Sheepleas.



SWT facilitated a number of events this year which generated a reasonable income. Highlights included
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the Prudential Ride London, which utilised Newlands Corner as a ‘Hub’; the South-East England
Orienteering Championships in February on Sheepleas and White Down; and the Surrey Half Marathon
which utilised Whitmoor Common in March.


‘Visitors with dogs’ consultation days were held for members of the public at key visitor sites including
Puttenham Common and Whitmoor Common. New signage has been introduced and volunteers assisted
with a review of the Self-Guided Trail provision.



At Rodborough Common a positive partnership was formed four years ago, which has enabled the
removal of a ‘home-made’ set of bike jumps from the common to a newly relocated set of bike jumps
known as the ‘Lovel Cycle Jumps’ on land adjacent to Rodborough Common. The bike facilities will be
opened officially in the spring/summer but it is likely that it will attract both national and international
bikers and the site will host events which will attract sponsors, businesses and the media.

Future Development
Over the next few months, opportunities to increase the income earned from the Estate will be identified and
business cases worked up. A number of ideas have already been identified by SWT and some are already being
implemented.
If the application is successful, family play trails and visitor facilities will be installed during the next 12 months as
the first phase of developing the visitor facilities at Newlands Corner.
SWT and SCC are investigating how visitor facilities at Ockham Common can be improved and are overseeing a
visitor consultation at these sites. Potential enhancements include improved waymarked trails, play areas,
parking, toilets and cafés.
Existing income generating activities planned for 2015-16 include the expansion of selling Christmas trees to
three sites and woodland management; NPWP is expected to make a marginal profit.
A number of business cases are expected to be completed during 2015-16 including for holiday lets, a Norbury
Park caravan site, solar farms and mobile catering at key sites. A detailed business case will be produced for the
improvement of visitor facilities at both Newlands Corner and Ockham and Wisley. There will also be a further
review of efficiencies in the service.
During this time SWT will complete the Woodland Strategy and the first tranche (50%) of woodland management
plans.
SWT will manage the land to the agreed SDS and will be measured on its compliance with this and the KPIs set
out below.
KPI
Ref.

KPI 1
1.1

Key Performance Indicator

Progress
(2014-2015)

Commentary

Financial
Yr 1 (2014/15) Annual KPI targets as
follows: SCC contribution is £859,000
(reduction of £100,000)

Achieved

The Financial Summary below covers this
KPI in greater detail.
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SCC COUNTRYSIDE ESTATE PARTNERSHIP - PROFIT & LOSS Y/E 31 MARCH 2015

Notes

INCOME
Grants
Trading and Other Income
Property Income
NPWP Sales

Countryside
Management
£

Norbury
Park
Wood
Products
£

Property
£

Total
£

Budget
2014/15
£

Variance
£

Outturn
FY13/14
£

339,831
70,740
0
0

0
0
0
251,200

0
0
448,250
0

339,831
70,740
448,250
251,200

337,917
57,673
421,062
268,944

1,914
13,067
27,188
(17,744)

380,727
41,375
397,328
265,415

410,571

251,200

448,250

1,110,021

1,085,596

24,425

1,084,845

859,000

0

0

859,000

859,000

0

959,000

1,269,571

251,200

448,250

1,969,021

1,944,596

24,425

2,043,845

0
0

80,993
80,993

0
0

80,993
80,993

87,845
87,845

6,852
6,852

92,532
92,532

786,547
25,857
99,676
30,495
942,575

128,806
2,446
11,538
5,352
148,142

49,244
230
0
329
49,803

964,597
28,534
111,214
36,175
1,140,520

925,049
28,331
113,694
32,685
1,099,759

(39,548)
(203)
2,480
(3,490)
(40,761)

931,885
14,577
75,163
44,582
1,066,207

106,970
176,724
37,278
20,333
135,260
(88,000)
388,565

948
0
14,008
7,012
23,003
0
44,971

0
34,804
0
129,843
37,142
88,000
289,789

107,918
211,527
51,286
157,188
195,405
0
723,324

104,629
221,721
53,183
152,479
189,026
0
721,038

(3,289)
10,194
1,897
(4,709)
(6,379)
0
(2,286)

109,284
272,729
60,655
216,395
222,741
0
881,804

1,331,140

274,106

339,592

1,944,837

1,908,642

(36,195)

2,040,543

(61,569)

(22,906)

108,659

24,184

35,954

(11,770)

3,302

1
2
3
4

TOTAL INCOME - EXCL. SCC AGREEMENT
SCC Agreement

5

TOTAL INCOME - INCL. SCC AGREEMENT
COST OF SALES
Cost of Sales (NPWP)
TOTAL COST OF SALES
STAFF COSTS
Staff Salaries & NI
SWT Pensions Contribution
SCC Pension Contribution & Deficit Levy
Other Staff Costs
TOTAL STAFF COSTS
EXPENDITURE
Motor vehicles
Land Management and associated costs
Equipment & Depreciation
Property Management & Costs
Other Costs
Transfers Between Funds
TOTAL EXPENDITURE (NON STAFF)

6
7
7

8
9
10
11
12

TOTAL EXPENDITURE (COS, STAFF AND
NON-STAFF)
SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
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NOTES:
1. Grants: These comprise Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) and Single Farm Payment which fund
commitments under long-term environmental stewardship grants. Of this, £127,000 was Single Farm
Payment, £3,000 were won to support conservation improvements and the remainder was HLS.
2. Trading and Other Income: Includes income from events, fishing licences, way leaves, filming and wood
sales. The Christmas Tree offer was launched at Newlands Corner in 2014 generating income of £5,000.
Overall income was £13,000 higher than budgeted because of increased Corporate Environmental
Challenge days and timber sales.
3. Property Income: Includes the rents earned from SCC owned property, including Bocketts Farm,
transferred to SWT under the Partnership agreement. Income was £27,000 higher than budgeted due to
improved rental returns and increased income from Bocketts Farm.
4. NPWP Sales: Includes sales of oak garden furniture and other green oak products. The new NPWP
website combined with the brochure campaign saw sales to individuals increase by 75% to £58,000 and
the average order value increase from £240 to £394, as these customers bought more benches and
routed products. Orders from local authorities fell by 40% due to the impact of local government cuts;
the reduction was much greater than expected and as a result sales fell from £76,000 to £46,000. The
increased sales to new customers were not enough to cover the reduction in local authority orders and
as a result revenue was £17,000 below budget at £251,000. Gross margin increased to 67.5% following
price increases and production efficiencies.
5. SCC Agreement: SCC’s contribution has reduced by £100,000 in line with the agreement with SWT.
6. Staff Salaries and NI: The Countryside Management team was restructured during the year, with the
objective of i) re-focussing the organisation on income generating activities (this included recruiting a
fundraiser and commercial officers) and ii) making savings in the overall salary cost for future years. The
latter phase was brought forward from FY2015/16 to FY2014/15 and the costs of this restructuring
resulted in the higher than budgeted spend of £39,000 in 2014/15.
7. Pension costs: These include those staff on SWT contracts plus the eight remaining SCC staff transferred
under TUPE at the inception of the agreement.
8. Land Management and associated costs: This covers the bulk of the activity on the land, including direct
land management works, tree safety works and maintenance and improvement of car parks, roads and
tracks. Savings of £13,000 against budget reflect the reductions in spend to deliver SCC savings and to
cover the restructuring costs brought forward from FY15/16.
9. Equipment and Depreciation: Includes the cost of tools and other equipment, such as chainsaws and the
depreciation, maintenance and repair of larger equipment used to deliver the land management works
and wood product manufacturing at NPWP.
10. Property Management and Costs: Includes the expenditure required to maintain and improve the
property portfolio in accordance with the Repair and Maintenance Plan and the Asset Management Plan
plus rent, rates and utility costs of buildings on the Estate.
11. Other Costs: Includes the other costs of managing the Estate including Communication, IT, Insurance,
Professional fees, the overhead recovery of SWT management and resources in supporting the Estate
(£97,000) and travel costs for the over 4,000 volunteer days worked on the Estate. Spend was £6,000
over budget as a result of consultancy on specific commercial opportunities being taken.
12. Transfers between Funds: This relates to the transfer of funds between Property and Land Management
as agreed between the two parties.
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KPI 2

Protection of land

2.1.a

90% of priority habitats in
favourable or recovering
condition (% of area)

TBC

2.1.b

At least 50% SSSIs in
favourable condition (% of
area)

30.24%

2.1.c

At least 95% SSSIs in
favourable or recovering
condition (% of area)

99.61%

2.2

All SNCIs have management
plan (% of area)

2.3

Priority encroachments
actioned as per procedure

2.4

100% sites have a
management plan
Number of Management
Plans to be reviewed in
2015-16: 0

KPI 3

Progress

Commentary
Non-designated priority habitats require national
baseline data and a scheme of monitoring. Currently
being investigating through DEFRA.
Natural England is undertaking a site-by-site assessment
during 2015-16. SWT is working with NE to produce a
plan of how the CE will meet the Biodiversity 2020 target.

100%

8/8

100%

n/a

8 Priority encroachments were recorded during this
period and uploaded to SharePoint. These were all
actioned as per the Encroachments Procedure.
Interim plan in place for Norbury Park.

No site management plans due to be reviewed this year.

Sustainable woodland
management

3.a

Sustainable Woodland
Management Policy to be
agreed by December 2014.

3.b

100% of SCC CE Woodlands
to have a Woodland
Assessment.

A draft Sustainable Woodland Management Policy was
produced at the end of December 2014. Following
amendments by the FC and SCC the document and was
formally adopted on June 2015.
100%

The Woodland Assessment is similar to a stock take of
the timber available within the woodlands; this was
completed within 2014/15. The data from the
assessments is converted in to Woodland Management
Plans using the FC’s format that meets the UK Forestry
Standard.
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KPI 4

Public engagement

4.1

Maintain/increase No of
volunteer days

4,352

4.2

SWT will measure
improvement in Visitor
Satisfaction on 5 key sites
(Chobham Common,
Newlands Corner,
Worplesdon Group of
Commons, Wisley and
Ockham Common and
Norbury Park 2014-19).

Plan in place

The figure for volunteer work days was 4,352, a 4%
increase on the previous year.
This year’s KPI and activity concentrated on establishing
baseline data for the key sites, in particular the initial
visitor survey information and the number of visits.
Two visitor surveys were undertaken at Norbury Park and
Sheepleas and at Norbury Park in Autumn 2013 with
results completed in 2014. The results have influenced
current improvements to site interpretation, visitor
profile and public liaison in connection with future
woodland management activity.
Additional questionnaire surveys have been undertaken
in relation to visitor facility improvement projects at
Newlands Corner and Ockham common.
Surveys at Chobham Common in relation to livestock
grazing continue.
The vehicle counters were installed in Spring 2015 and
have 3 months of data. The baseline data will be
established after a year of collecting data.

4.2.a

Establish data by jointly
agreeing procedures and
survey questionnaire

n/a

An existing format is in place and will be reviewed by
September 2015 along with revised procedures.

4.2.b

To jointly agree a number of
‘Welcome Audits’ of facilities
to be undertaken in 2015 to
establish the baseline.

n/a

SCC will inspect random samples of these audits. The
methodology and baseline will be finalised by September
2015.

4.3

Number of people engaged
in ‘informal’ education
events

n/a

There were 348 works days undertaken during this
period. This included guided walks, liaison with the
community and talks to local groups, totalling 114 events
throughout the year. Current systems record number of
events and activity. Inconsistent data available on people
engaged. Developing a new system to produce
appropriate figures.
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KPI 5
5.1

Property management
Market rents achieved for
90% of property

90%

In 2012, SCC commissioned an independent report to
assess the rental and capital values of the property on
the Countryside Estate as managed by SWT; this was
undertaken by Chesterton Humberts. This established
the baseline data on the obtained yields were market
comparable.
A further independent report has not since been
undertaken across the portfolio but the set rents for AST
lettings (of which there are 22 on the Estate) are judged
against the open market rents at the time of a lease
review or a change of tenant; this judgement is achieved
either by SWT advertising and letting direct or using two
letting agents.
The rents established for new lettings, quantified via the
letting agents, are used when considering annual rent
reviews for existing direct tenants.
There are 4 properties on which market rents are not
currently being achieved due to restrictions; these are
tied housing properties on which a very low or nil rent is
payable by the Tenant.

5.2

AMP delivery (RMP delivery)

n/a

The delivery of the AMP will be measured against the
property condition survey (Stock Condition Survey). The
SCS is planned to be produced in July 2015.

5.3

Rent arrears <4%

0%

Rent arrears for 2014-15 were compensated by higher
than expected income from Bocketts Farm.

5.4

Vacancy rate <7.5%

1.3%

Interrogation of the vacancy rates shows an overall
vacancy rate of 1.3% over 2014/15.
The vacancies have been in the AST lettings, and out of
22 AST lets, only 7 changed hands in this period. The
major vacancy was 5 months caused by two break ins
within weeks of each other while the cottage was empty.
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Annex 1: SERVICE DELIVERY SPECIFICATION

KPI 1 FINANCE, POLICY AND PROCEDURE
SDS
REF
A

B

KPI
REF
n/a

n/a
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n/a

D

n/a

C

E

n/a

OBJECTIVE
SWT will maintain all relevant
insurances to cover the land and
property.
SWT will operate a Health &
Safety policy in line with HSE
requirements. SWT will have
agreed site risk assessments.

SWT will report serious health
and safety incidents immediately
to SCC (RIDDOR only)
SWT will operate an agreed tree
safety practice in accordance
with SCC’s tree management
strategy

SWT will operate safe
recruitment and equality and
diversity policies

DELIVERABLE

CURRENT
STATUS

 Insurance policy checked annually by SCC



 Uploaded to SharePoint



 Policy and Risk Assessments in place



 Uploaded to SharePoint



 Checked annually



 Reviewed every five years between SCC and SWT


0

 Serious incidents reported to SCC Contracts Manager within
7 days (via email/ SharePoint)
 Practice note in place delivering in line with SCC tree
management strategy



 Safety practice note reviewed every five years



 Incident to be reported this year

n/a

 Policies in place



 Upload policy to SharePoint



COMMENTARY

Next due in 2016
Serious incidents defined as RIDDOR reportable
incidents.

Next due in 2016

F

G

n/a

n/a

SWT will operate an agreed
Freedom of Information policy
for the Countryside Estate based
on the Freedom of Information
Act 2000.

 Policies in place



 Upload policy to SharePoint



SCC and SWT will jointly maintain
a register of issues and concerns
that either party believe will
affect the delivery of the service
and achievement of the business
plan.

 Risks and Issues log kept up to date



 Activity report to quarterly meeting



SCC to develop with SWT for 2015-16

KPI 2 PROTECTION OF LAND
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SDS
REF
H

I

KPI
REF
2.4,
2.1.c,
2.2

2.4

OBJECTIVE
SWT will manage all sites directly
managed by SWT in line with
agreed management
plans/briefs.

SWT will review management
plans or management briefs for
all sites on a rolling programme.
Management plans will be
consented by Natural England
(where appropriate) and agreed
by SCC and management briefs
will be agreed by SCC

 All sites managed according to agreed management plans
and briefs

CURRENT
STATUS
See KPIs report
(KPI 2.4)

 Percentage of SSSIs in favourable / favourable recovering
condition – increased or decreased

See KPIs report
(KPI 2.1.c)

 Percentage of SNCIs in active management

See KPIs report
(KPI 2.2)

 Management plans and briefs agreed by Natural England
and SCC and in place with an agreed timetable.

See KPIs report
(KPI 2.4)

DELIVERABLE

COMMENTARY

J

2.3

K

2.3

L

2.4

SWT will measure the number of
new priority encroachments
resolved or passed to SCC for
resolution.

See KPIs report
(KPI 2.3)

SWT will support action taken on
priority encroachments by SCC
and deal with any management
issues.

 Encroachments procedure complied with

SWT will manage public access to
land subject of access
agreements including managing
travellers’ incursions

 Management of public access to access agreement owners’
satisfaction and as set out in management plans and
management briefs



All encroachment and land management issues
dealt with as per agreed procedure.
Procedure to be reviewed in 2017/18.

3/3

Management Plans in place and agreed.
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KPI 3 SUSTAINABLE WOODLAND MANAGEMENT
SDS
REF
M

KPI
REF
n/a

N

3

OBJECTIVE

DELIVERABLE

SWT and SCC will jointly agree a
Sustainable Woodland
Management Policy by
December 2014 that sets out the
principles of Sustainable
Woodland Management and
actions to deliver it thereafter.

 Policy in place by December 2014

SWT will draw up Woodland
Management Plans and a
Sustainable Woodland
Management Strategy by
December 2015.

 Strategy in place by December 2015 that has been agreed by
SCC and SWT and the Forestry Commission

CURRENT
STATUS
See KPIs report
(KPI 3.a)

n/a

COMMENTARY

Woodland Management Plans will inform the
Woodland Strategy. The latter is currently in
development.

KPI 4 PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
SDS
REF
O

KPI
REF
4.2.b

OBJECTIVE
SWT will manage all sites to the
agreed visitor services standards
and ensure that people are not
discriminated against because
they share certain protected
characteristics as set out in
Equality Act 2010

DELIVERABLE
 VSS uploaded to SharePoint
 Compliance with the visitor service standards. A programme
of ‘Welcome Audits’ of facilities will be undertaken by SWT
and checked by SCC.

COMMENTARY


See KPIs report
(KPI 4.3)
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 Number of improvement measures outstanding and
completed from previous year – increased or decreased.
st
Agreed by 31 March every year. Improvement measures
will be carried out by SWT as agreed with SCC
 SWT fully comply with standards

CURRENT
STATUS

P

n/a

SWT will comply with the
corporate representation
standards

Q

n/a

SWT will operate an agreed
comments, compliments and
complaints policy compatible
with SCC’s policy

 All complaints resolved within policy

100% of
complaints
resolved within
time required

R

4.1

SWT will record volunteer days
for each site and for the whole
estate

 Number of volunteer work days recorded for the year for
the Estate compared year on year

See KPIs report
(KPI 4.2)

S

4.3

SWT will record people engaged
in “informal” educational events
e.g. walks and talks for the Estate

 Number of “informal” educational events recorded for the
year for the Estate.

See KPIs report
(KPI 4.4)



Review due 2017/18.

KPI 5 PROPERTY – ASSET MANAGEMENT
SDS
REF
T

U

KPI
REF
n/a

5.1

OBJECTIVE
SWT will maintain the condition
of buildings in line with an
agreed Asset Management Plan.
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SWT will manage the Property on
a commercial basis to provide an
economically sustainable income
to support the long-term security
of the Countryside Estate.

V

5.2

From April 2015, performance
will be measured against the
AMP and the revised RMP

W

n/a

SWT will comply with H&S
Regulations for all properties

X

5.3

SWT will ensure that rent arrears
less than 4%, measured at the

DELIVERABLE

CURRENT
STATUS

 20 year Asset Management Plan agreed by SWT and SCC.



 Repair & Maintenance Programme, produced by
1 November each year for discussion between SWT and SCC
and agreed.
 A property Stock Condition Survey (SCS) to be undertaken
every 5 years by SWT



 Written report to quarterly meeting



SWT will maintain the level of rental return from property in
line with market value (as assessed by the RICS for that area),
except where those properties have restrictions such as some
farm tenancies and tied properties. {specific properties to
which this applies are to be listed and agreed with SCC}.
Overall, market rents across the portfolio should be at 90% as
an average for the year.



Next SCS is due to be undertaken in 2015.

See KPIs report
(KPI 5.1)

For April 2015, SWT will provide a Business Plan for the
Property Portfolio

n/a

An evaluation of comparative market value will be undertaken
every 5 years by SWT


See KPIs report
(KPI 5.2)

100% compliance

COMMENTARY


See KPIs report
(KPI 5.3)

Next one due in 2017

end of the Financial year.
Y

5.4

SWT will ensure that the level of
vacant property is less than 7.5%,
allowing for reasonable time
periods for major refurbishment
between tenancies.

See KPIs report
(KPI 5.4)
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Annex 3

Surrey County Council Countryside Estate
Woodland Strategy 2015
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1. Introduction
There is a consensus among the Forestry Commission, Natural England and conservation Non-Government
Organisations that a resumption of active management is needed to reverse a measurable decline in UK
woodland biodiversity. Furthermore active management of woodlands can improve their value for access while
providing a source of income from timber and produce sales to support ongoing stewardship of woodland sites.
The overall objective of this strategy is to ensure responsible stewardship of woodlands on the SCC Countryside
Estate. It builds on the Surrey Woodland Study (Surrey County Council 2008) and is reinforced by the themes
being taken forward by the SCREF Woodland Task Group.
The result will see a contribution economically to the rural economy whilst providing excellent biodiverse habitat
and places for people to recreate and work.
These outcomes will be brought about by having co-ordinated planning across the Woodland Estate supported
by the outcomes of the individual site management plans.

2. Strategic and Policy Context
A component of SWT’s Business Plan for the SCC Countryside Estate 2014 is to improve sustainable management
of the Woodland Estate; increasing revenue from timber products and wood fuel.
Performance is measured through a Key Performance indicator (KPI). The development of an improved set of
KPIs will help drive the positive desired outcomes within the Strategy. See Annex 1 for breakdown of KPI’s.
The Sustainable Woodland Management policy developed in 2014 is summarised by the following policy
statement:
Surrey Wildlife Trust manages its woodlands to maximise biodiversity and promote public access and
enjoyment. In addition, SWT seeks to optimise economic returns from active woodland management where
this does not compromise biodiversity and access objectives.
The development of the policy is a component of SWT’s Strategic Plan 2013 – 2018, is supported by the Forestry
Commission* and underpinned by the requirements and guidelines outlined in the UK Forestry Standard (2011).
The concept of balanced objectives is central to the approach of the UK Forestry Standard, with environmental,
economic and social functions of forests and woodlands interacting in support of each other.
The policy underpins a process which is applied to all individual woodland sites on the SCC Countryside Estate.
See Figure 1.

*The Forestry Commission is the government body responsible for protecting, expanding and promoting the sustainable
management of woodland. It is the regulator of felling activity and provides grants to support sustainable woodland
management.
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Figure 1: Surrey Wildlife Trust Woodland Management Process
Stage
1

Process

Description

Inventory

For each woodland an inventory survey follows the methodology set out in the Forest
Mensuration handbook 2006, the Forestry Commission Field Guide for Timber
Measurement 2008.
The surveyor stratifies areas of similar species composition, age and structure together.
Areas are divided by compartments (clear discernible boundaries) and sub compartment
boundaries (species or structural change).
The inventory process should be carried out every ten years.

2

Forestry Commission
Woodland
Management Plan

Ten year management plans relating specifically to vision, objectives and operations for
woodland and forestry activity. Template provided by FC.

3

Felling licence, grant
application

Management plans approved by FC are mechanism for obtaining ten year felling licences.
Felling licences are required by law for any felling above 5 cubic metres in volume per
calendar quarter.
FC Woodland Management Plans are a pre-requisite for woodland grants administered by
FC, DEFRA and Natural England.

4

Work Programme

The work programme or programme of operations is produced in spreadsheet form with
the FC management plan. Additionally the scheduled work is uploaded onto SWT’s
management planning software package (currently CMSi).

5

Site Operations Plan

Before work is carried out on the ground a Site Operations Plan is produced to ensure all
relevant permissions and licences are in place, that the work planned meets health and
safety requirements and that economic efficiency is being realised.

6

Woodland
Operations
Carried Out

Work carried out on the ground is in accordance with SWT’s policies and practice notes.
These include risk assessments, method statements and the relevant British Standards.

7

Recording and
Monitoring

Monitoring of volume of timber produced, income, ecological change, response of site
visitors and site stakeholders.

8

Review

New inventory and management plan prepared.
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3. Identifying the Woodland Resource
3.1

Woodland Extent

The total area of woodland is 1,250 hectares (ha). A map showing the location of woodland on the SCC
Countryside Estate can be found in Annex 2.
This figure represents the total woodland coverage, including non-productive areas within woodland blocks such
as rides (vehicle tracks), glades and car-parks. When all glades, car-parks and major rides are excluded, the total
woodland under management is approximately 1,150 ha.
The Woodland Inventory process outlined above was carried out across a total of approximately 1,030 ha*

3.2

Overarching Site Management Plans

The significant nature conservation, heritage, landscape and public access value of the SCC Countryside Estate
woodlands is documented in the current approved site management plans.
A large proportion of the Estate is designated Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) and European Special Area
of Conservation, so these plans have also been consented by Natural England.
All of the woodlands on the Estate are subject to high levels of public access. Car parks, statutory and
permissive routes are all mapped in the site management plans.
These site plans remain valid and will be supplemented by the Forestry Commission plans being produced for
each site.

3.3 Woodland Inventory and Assessment
In 2014, woodland assessments were carried out across the SCC Countryside Estate woodlands in line with the
KPI and the agreed policy.
These assessments take the form of an inventory providing information on:


tree species present



stocking densities



basal areas, diameters and heights



standing volume (in cubic metres [m³])

Data is used to create a GIS stock map and Sub-Compartment Database. This forms the basis of management
prescriptions and associated volume estimates of wood available for sale to local markets over time.
Penfold’s Woodland Management was commissioned in February 2015 to provide a complete inventory of all
SWT managed SCC woodland sites.

*Approximately 120 ha of tree cover received no formal sampling effort being areas of young plantation, dense scrub, pure
hazel coppice, very open woodland or areas of very steep or wet ground inaccessible by vehicles, making the standing
volume either insignificant or obviously unviable for harvest respectively.
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4. The Woodland Timber Resource
4.1 Gross Standing Volume of Timber
The Woodland Inventory was completed in 2015. The resultant overall estimate of gross standing timber volume
across all 19 SCC sites is 235,270 m³.
Standing volume is defined as the volume of living standing trees above stump measured over bark to the top. It
includes all trees (regardless of diameter), tops of stems, and large branches but excludes small branches, twigs
and foliage.

4.2 Harvestable Volume of Standing Timber
Whilst standing volume represents the overall woodland resource in cubic metres, the estimate of harvestable
resource (e.g. through thinning) is very much lower. This can be seen in Figure 2 which shows sustainable
harvestable volume on a site by site basis.
The total sustainable harvestable volume for the next ten years across all 19 SCC woodlands is estimated at
33,837 m³ (14% of estimated gross standing volume).
It should be noted that:
i.

Those stands below threshold basal area are excluded. Thinning of stands below threshold basal
area would mean thinning already understocked stands; apart from being economically unviable it
lowers the overall productivity of the remaining trees as a healthy stand requires the right balance
of competition with adjacent trees and space to grow into to maximise healthy growth. It also
increases the risk of damage to the remaining trees by heavy winds.

ii.

Almost all of the harvestable volume over the next ten years will be obtained from thinning
overstocked woodland. To ensure maximum productivity in terms of increasing standing volume, it
is assumed all stands will be thinned to their ‘Marginal Thinning Intensity’. This ensures the
maximum possible increase in yield for the woodland by only harvesting 70% of the yield class
annually.

The actual harvestable volume will be obtained from individual FC Woodland Management Plans. These will take
into account a number of factors including:






current access for management
infrastructure required for harvesting and extraction
costs associated with both of these factors
commercial viability of the stands given the current timber and woodfuel markets
the requirement to abide by European Law regarding Protected Species in woodlands.

A sample plan can be seen in Annex 3.
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5. Forestry Commission Management Plans
5.1

Plan Objectives

Forestry Commission Woodland Management Plans are being prepared for all 19 SCC woodland sites to the
timetable defined in the agreed KPI (Annex 1).
These plans are regarded by the Forestry Commission as ‘the foundation of sustainable woodland management’.
They take a holistic approach that captures the current condition of the woodland, including features, threats,
and opportunities. They also define how the woodland will be managed to increase public benefit in relation to
economic, environmental and social values.
Each plan details the management to be undertaken over the next ten years and the initial estimated net
financial outcome. Budgets covering more than three years within the forestry sector provide a misleading
forecast as the costs and incomes of management within the sector are dynamic and thus hard to predict.
The Woodland Management Plan for each site will propose optimal intensity of management over a ten year
period.
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This will take into consideration:








current access infrastructure,
any improvements required to facilitate harvesting and extraction to roadside (e.g. road surfacing,
creation of stacking areas)
the costs associated with these factors,
re-stocking costs,
commercial viability of the stands given the current timber and woodfuel markets,
consideration of European Law regarding Protected Species in woodlands,
other requirements of the UK Forestry Standard.

5.2 First tranche of plans
This process has been completed for 4 sites to date:





Norbury Park
Sheepleas
Wisley & Ockham Commons
Rodborough Common

Figure 3 summarises the predicted volumes arising from management over a ten year period.

Summary Felling Programme
Site
Norbury Park
Sheepleas
Rodborough
Common
Wisley & Ockham
Commons
Total

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021-2026

m3
680
0

m3
520
0

m3
475
560

m3
315
0

m3
390
260

m3
1,450.00
0.00

Plan Period
Total
m3
3,830
820

140

132

164

173

155

136.00

900

1929

0

0

3685

2477

530.00

8,621

2,749

652

1,199

4,173

3,282

2,116

14,171

Figure 3 Summary Felling Programme from Woodland Management Plan completed to date
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5.3. Projected Harvest
For the four sites completed to date, the projected harvest is 14, 171 m³ over ten years. As illustrated, the
majority of the work is scheduled to occur in the first five years of the plan. This will enable the maximum
amount of time for stands to re-grow, replacing the harvested volume. It will also ensure that benefits of
actively managed woodland (e.g. increased light reaching ground flora) are seen as soon as possible.
If the total figure of 14,171 m³ was sold ‘standing’ and harvested by woodland contractors it would earn around
£10 per m³ (based on 2015 market prices). This is the expected achievable price for wood sold standing given
the current value of firewood grade material. This provides the lowest risk, least effort return for the SCC
Countryside Estate.
Material extracted to and sold ‘at roadside’ (adjacent to hard-standing or paved tracks/roads) is currently valued
at above £35 per m³. Thus the £10 per m³ is the predicted price the Estate could expect to receive after a
contractor deducts the costs associated with felling and extracting the material to ‘roadside’. In the SCC
Countryside Estate Business Plan 2015 and when writing the FC management plans for each site it is assumed
that all wood is to be sold ‘standing’. This is because SWT currently lacks the specialist forestry machinery and
staff resources to manage woodland in any other way. However, alternative models will be evaluated, see 5.4
below.
It is important to note that any costs associated with woodland management (e.g. provision of stacking areas,
improvement of tracks, management and oversight of contracts, re-stocking) require calculation. This is covered
by the final stage in the process prior to commencement of woodland management, i.e. the creation of
individual woodland budgets to estimate the net financial outcome of the work proposed in the FC plan. Once
applied to all sites, this will provide an overall understanding of the economic sustainability of the SCC Woodland
Estate.

5.4 Alternative Models to Selling Timber ‘Standing’ and Other Income Streams
An alternative to selling the timber ‘standing’ is to invest in appropriate resources to bring forestry operations
in-house. This would require investment in specialist forestry machinery, equipment and staff resource to
realise the higher potential gross incomes from selling timber at roadside.
This alternative model of operations is to be explored in a Full Business Case in 2016. This will evaluate both
roadside sales and the potential of developing a firewood/logging business to maximise income from sustainable
woodland management on the SCC Countryside Estate.
The SCC Woodland Estate presents opportunities to generate income through activities other than timber
production alone; in fact, these activities could sit well with sustainable timber production. At present, SWT is
exploring a range of leisure opportunities that might be appropriate in areas of woodland that have
conservation and landscape sensitivities.

6. Public Consultation
Consultation and/or engagement on the content of the draft FC Management Plans will be undertaken with
stakeholders relevant to individual sites. For several of the sites, formalised Liaison Groups are in place with
representatives of local community and stakeholder groups. Local SCC members will be separately briefed and
in some instances site visits may be held to explain and discuss some of the proposals.

7. Work Programming and Site Operations Plans
Work programmes arising from the FC management plans are uploaded to SWT’s management planning
database which also enables recording and monitoring of work carried out on the ground.
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The Site Operations Plan shows how a planned operation will help advance the Woodland Management Plan. It
ensures that work carried out is legal, safe, efficient and exactly as intended in the Woodland Management Plan.
It also ensures that all SWT departments are aware of the works and have had an opportunity to provide input.
A Site Operations Plan includes the following aspects:


Site specific interests, e.g. protected biological resources, scheduled monuments



Soils and hydrology



Harvesting details, including requirements for deadwood retention



Available access for management activities



Marketing of products



Regeneration guidance



Licences and consents



Constraints



Opportunities



Public/community awareness.

8. Certification Requirements.
Until December 2013, the management within ten SCC woodlands was Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)
certified. This certification was accredited by the only UK body providing this service: the UK Woodland
Assurance Standard (UKWAS). A decision was made not to renew FSC accreditation in 2014 owing to
contemporaneous changes being enacted within the UK Forestry Commission relating to forest management.
In 2014 the Forestry Commission updated its management planning templates and processes to ensure all
management plans produced and approved by them through this process comply with the UK Forestry Standard;
the UK governments standard for sustainable forest management.
UKWAS bases its decision for certification on whether a site meets the UK Forestry Standard. Therefore, as all
SCC woodland will have FC approved management plans meeting the requirements of the UK Forestry Standard,
the only benefit of UKWAS (FSC) certification is the permission it provides to use the FSC logo on harvested, but
not processed, wood. An extra level of certification is required to use the FSC logo on processed materials, e.g.
firewood.
FSC accreditation is most suitable for wood and wood products sourced from countries and forests outside the
UK or for UK woodlands without management plans already subject to the stringent demands of the UK Forestry
Standard.

9. External Grants Available
All SCC owned SWT managed woodlands have Forestry Commission approved Woodland Planning Grants (WPG)
in place under either the only England Woodland Grants Scheme (eWGS) or the new Countryside Stewardship
grant. These grants are helping to meet the costs associated with management planning.
The eWGS was replaced in 2015 by the Countryside Stewardship scheme. Two streams of funding are available
under the new scheme: a ‘Woodland Improvement Option (WD2)’ and a range of capital items, e.g. temporary
deer fencing to protect coppice. It is prerequisite of both funding options that a Forestry Commission approved
woodland management plan is in place prior to applications for funding.
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Applications to both funding streams are now closed until 2016. However, sites that have a FC approved
management plan in place in time for the 2016 deadline will have applications made to the Woodland
Improvement Grant (WD2) and for any relevant capital items. WD2 payments can be as high as £100 per hectare
per year which could, for larger sites, help to improve the economic viability of many SCC woodlands.
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Annexes:
Annex 1: Key Performance Indicator: Sustainable Woodland Management Summary
KPI 3: Sustainable Woodland Management

Annual KPI targets as follows:


Yr 1 (2014/15): Undertake the following:

Sustainable Woodland Management Policy to be agreed by December 2014
100% SCC CE Woodlands to have a Woodland Assessment.


Yr 2 (2015/16):

50% of woodlands have jointly agreed management plans.
Woodland Strategy to be developed by December 2015


Yr 3 (2016/17):

75% of woodlands have jointly agreed management plans


Yr 4 (2017/18):

100% of woodlands have jointly agreed management plans


Yr 5 (2018/19):

Monitoring the woodland plans based on the objectives and deliverables set out in the management plans. A KPI
will be developed to reflect this during the period.
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Schedule for preparation of FC Woodland Management plans
Site

SCC KPI Deadline

1 Sheepleas
2 Norbury Park
3 Rodborough Common
4 Wisley and Ockham Common
March 2016

5 Bisley and West End Commons
6 Chobham Common
7 Worplesdon Group of Commons
8 Shere Woodlands
9 Staffhurst Wood
1 Chinthurst Hill
2 Shabden Park

March 2017

3 Ledgers Wood
4 Hackhurst Down
5 Milford and Coxhill Greens
1 Hill Park
2 Tilburstow Hill

March 2018

3 Brockham Limeworks
4 Burners Heath
5 Crooksbury Hill
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Annex 2: Location of Woodland Sites on the SCC Estate
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Annex 3: Sample Forestry Commission Management Plan: Norbury Park.

Note: this plan is a draft and has yet to be consulted upon.

14
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